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CHARACTERS 

GUIDE

There are no minor characters in Bunker 101, everyone has their peculiarities, everyone s an im-

portant piece of the mosaic. There are no extras, only protagonists. Every character has individual 

data, recorded in an Identity card, and their own personal history, told through a Psychological 

profile, containing their objectives, their tasks, their beliefs, their ways of being.

Fill the form on the bunker 101 website with your preferences on the character you’d like to play: 

choose your role carefully, because each of them offers a different game experience.

Every character sheet exists within our fictional world. It is a profile compiled by the Welfare 

Department, so the information contained therein is of public domain and is told through the eyes 

of an Educational Operator. 

Use the data on your character sheet as prompts for your roleplay, like a sort of guideline. The 

sheets are deliberately filled with unanswered questions so that you can “fill in the blanks” and 

make your character unique and a perfect fit to your tastes.

All character sheets are public and contain these fields:

NAME: The name you answer to inside the Bunker. By the will of the Founder, all 

Citizens’ names are chosen from a list of important historical figures (see Bunker 

Guide section 2.0.1).

BLOCK: The Block you belong to. Each has their character, their way of life and 

their own traditions. (see Bunker Guide section 1.3.)

DEPARTMENT: The Department you work in. They are the main organization in the Bun-

ker and each has a specific task. (see Bunker Guide section 2.0.) 

CLASSIFICATION: Your specific role inside the Department. Each profession entails 

specific tasks you will need to attend to as an active member of Bunker 101  (see 

Bunker Guide section 2.0.)

SCHNEIDER SCALE: Your rank on the Schneider Scale. There are three, from Green (hi-

ghest) to Red (lowest). (see Bunker Guide section 3.4.)

CLUB: The afterwork circle you are affiliated with. Some take part in political or 

religious activism, others are purely devoted to entertainment. (see Bunker Guide 

section 4.2.)

GENDER: Most characters can be played by anyone, while others’ identities are clo-

sely tied to their gender.

TIES: The main relationships of your character, as recognized by the laws of Bunker 

101.

PERMITS: The Permits your character is entitled to. (see Bunker Guide section 3.3.)

POLITICAL STANCE: The party your character voted for in the past elections. You 

will not be forced to vote for the same party again, but you will need a good rea-
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son to change your mind. (see Bunker Guide section 4.3.)

RELIGIOUS STANCE: Your character’s thoughts on faith. They may either be a Dunca-

nist or a rationalist. (see Bunker Guide section 4.0.)

ARCHETYPE: The archetype is a brief phrase that summarizes the high concept behind 

your character. Their place in Bunker 101 in the eyes of Educational Operators, and 

by extension the community itself.

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS: These are questions the character will try to find an answer to 

during the course of the game. They can be seen as hopes or fears of the Educators, 

but they are most of all vital pointers to play the character. Use them as guide-

lines, halfway between objectives to reach and interesting prompts to create your 

personality.

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE: Functional Attributes are reports filed by Educational Opera-

tors and summarized in a single adjective or expression, to exemplify the thought 

and action patterns of the character deemed helpful to the community of Bunker 101. 

They are not necessarily positive in the eyes of us modern players.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE: Dysfunctional Attributes are reports filed by Educatio-

nal Operators and summarized in a single adjective or expression, to exemplify the 

thought and action patterns of the character deemed harmful to the community of 

Bunker 101. They are not necessarily negative in the eyes of us modern players.

CLICK HERE TO GO 

TO THE CHARACTERS INTERACTIVE TABLE

http://bunker101.com/en/characters-list/
http://bunker101.com/en/characters-list/
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ARMITAGE
ARCHETYPE: The ever-prepared head of mission

Block: Unaone

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Security

Level: Supervisor

Classification: Exploration

Club: Elephant

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you do all you can to return the remains of the first Exploration Operator to their rightful 

place? Will you bring back all your peers from the Great Journey? Will you answer with disdain to 

those who denigrate Extra-bunker missions? Will you trust your fellow Operators and guide them from 

the inside or will you take your place out there? Does the bunker need someone like you to become 

President? Is there room for love in your life?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Brave

Report: The Citizen is ready to write the history of Bunker 101 by leading the first Extra-bunker 

mission in honor of the first Exploration Operator Stern. Everyone knows the story of Stern, one of 

the first Citizens to volunteer for the tests of prototype anti-radiation suits in Area 1K. His two 

companions died after the first few steps, but Stern managed to reach a remote checkpoint before 

losing radio contact. His body still lies there, and the first Extra-bunker mission will bring him 

home for proper cremation. To reach this goal, the Citizen is willing to face the hell of darkness 

and radiation that awaits Exploration Operators beyond the doors of Bunker 101.

Associated behavior: The Citizen openly celebrates the first Exploration Operator Stern and works 

with every fiber of their being to prepare Units Pitcher and Catcher to the Great Journey.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Inflexible

Report: The Citizen has often hounded on Exploration Operator Nuvolari to punish them for their 

distractions during training. Armitage wants everything to be perfect for the first Extra-bunker 

mission, but the wait for the Great Journey is certainly not enough reason to glide over their har-

shness towards their Operators. Secretary of Security Zatopek seems unwilling to take disciplinary 

mesures, but the inflexibility of Citizen Armitage cannot be defended forever.

Associated behavior: The Citizen subjects the Exploration Units to intense, harrowing training to 

prepare them for the Great Journey. In addiction the Citizen is extremely strict and authoritative 

in their regards.
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ASCARI
ARCHETYPE: The whipped husband seeking redress

Block: Terrathree

Gender: Male

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage, Union, Birth

Ties: Union with Dirac. Unused Birth Permit.

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Intelligence

Club: Elephant

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

What is the most important thing to you?, the Elephant Club or your wife Dirac? Will you put or-

der to your own personal chain of command? Will you finaly take initiative, solve the Birth Permit 

quandary and win back your wife’s esteem after that vicious fight? Do you think someone in the bun-

ker owes you something for your undending loyalty?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Obedient

Report: The Citizen has always proven himself swift and capable when following orders. For this 

reason he was assigned to the Security Department, in spite of his Terrathree origins. He is an ef-

ficient, disciplined military man, with nothing on his mind but duty. The Secretary of Security is 

his beacon... Together with his wife, Citizen Dirac, an indomitable spirit who found a safe haven 

in Citizen Ascari. He was involved in the activities of the Elephant Club as the prototype of the 

perfect Citizen for his strong principles, and his dedication to the cause is impressive: he accep-

ted the electoral program without protest, even though it proposes to revoke unused Birth Permits, 

in spite of being the holder of one together with his wife.

Associated behavior: The Citizen follows orders. He never questions them. He often volunteers. He 

is most of all loyal to the Secretary of Security and to his wife. He sometimes struggles with ta-

king initiative, but he is willing to sacrifice himself.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Disoriented

Report: The Citizen is overwhelmed by a vicious argument with his wife about their Birth Permit, 

which would seriously risk being revoked, were Elephants to win the elections. Ascari sincerely 

wants a son and is just as sincerely ready to give up fatherhood for the sake of the community. The 

Citizen works both for the wellbeing of the party and the happiness of his wife, but now that these 

two demands are in conflict, he is deeply torn. He does not seem to know how to unravel the issue 

and his nature brings him to wait for rescue by some above force. He knows that the only thing that 

can save his Union is solving the Birth License quandary.

Associated behavior: The Citizen tries everything to reconnect with his wife, and every time he 

accepts her rejection. He goes about the Elephant presidential campaign with badly-concealed re-

luctance. He turns to superiors in search of a political favor that might solve the situation.
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BANCROFT
ARCHETYPE: The current Secretary of the Ecosystem

Block: Bissotwo

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Ecosystem

Level: Supervisor

Classification: Biological

Club: Tailor

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you find a way to avoid going back to the Ecosystem Department’s dirty work? Will you make 

your Department better, coordinating it without playing favorites? Will you put the needs of the 

community before your own? Do you believe Duncanists would give you the support you need to reach 

your goals? Will you start a family before Secretary Volta?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Honest

Report: The Citizen is renowned for their fairness and for always reporting loiterers such as Citi-

zen Hepburn. “Everyone must do their part, even when it’s an exhausting one” is one of the sayings 

they love to repeat during Ecosystem Department meetings. Assigned to their Department in spite 

their birth to an esteemed Bissotwo family, they have toiled to get where they are and President 

Grant esteems their frankness. Bancroft often engages in verbal quarrels with the Secretary of Pro-

gress, Citizen Volta, and seems to find genuine amusement in doing so.

Associated behavior: The Citizen never plays favorites nor remain silent when faced with the Citi-

zens’ mistakes. They think everyone must stay in their place. They are never afraid to speak their 

mind. They care about earning the President’s esteem, whoever they are. They often bicker with 

Secretary Volta.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Cantankerous

Report: The Citizen exhibits what one may call a “bad temper”. Their love of polemizing has prolon-

ged more than one meeting of the Council of Synergy to the point of exasperation and they may be 

the testiest Duncanist to ever exist. They saw their appointment as Secretary as a liberation from 

what they don’t hesitate to define “Ecosystem garbage”, in open scorn of the manual labor they have 

been assigned to, and to which they will return at the end of their mandate. Sometimes, they appear 

to be looking for a way to prolong their political career.

Associated behavior: The Citizen thinks of themselves as a politician more than a worker. They look 

down on Ecosystem Department Operators, being tactless toward their Operators. They are very preoc-

cupied with their career and support motions based on their personal gain.
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BARTALI
ARCHETYPE: The meddler with loose lips

Block: Unaone

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Intelligence

Club: Decency

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will your curiosity push you to ask for Reassignment to Exploration? Will you increase your rank 

on the Schneider Scale? How many others are involved in Nabokov’s heresy? What dangers lie behind 

DiMaggio’s silence? To what extremes are you willing to go to guarantee order within the Bunker?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Vigilant

Report: The Citizen has taken to heart the question of order within the bunker. Their attention and 

dedication help them keep watch over other Citizens’ behavior and report inappropriate activity, 

like in the case of Chronicler Operator Nabokov, who Bartali caught in the middle of some sort of 

heretic prayer.

Associated behavior: The Citizen constantly urges their peers to behave in the best interests of 

the bunker and be respectful of standing authorities. Moreover the Citizen diligently monitors the 

internal order of the Bunker

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Prying

Report: The Citizen has been the subject of multiple complaints for their lack of discretion when 

dealing with others’ personal matters. Citizen Bartali’s interests seems to go beyond healthy par-

ticipation to community life, especially because it often comes hand in hand with imprudent pro-

pagation of rumors and a general disrespect of other Citizens’ sensibilities. Bartali has in more 

than one occasion been sighted wandering around Citizen DiMaggio’s sleeping quarters, although the-

re are no known relations between the two. The Citizen is also careless with the information they 

gather during their duties.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is hardly respectful of others’ privacy and often ignores the 

boundaries they set. They also seem unable to keep restricted information secret.
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BERNHARDT
ARCHETYPE: The prophet of the downtrodden

Block: Pentafive

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Ecosystem

Level: Operator

Classification: Biological

Club: Mastiff

Political stance: Mastiff

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you convince more and more people to vote Mastiff? Will you run for President because you know 

you’re the only one who can really change things? Will you discover what ails your friend Ellin-

gton? Will you manage to learn who reported you to the Welfare Department? Will you confront Riche-

lieu, the cowardly conservative who publicly humiliated you?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Passionate

Report: The Citizen has repeatedly shown their ability to exalt and motivate the people of Bunker 

101. Even the most mild and introverted eagerly follow their speeches and rallies in favor of the 

Mastiff Club. Their strong voice, proud gaze and authentic fervor make them one of the most pro-

mising political figures of the entire community. Besides their unquestionable public charisma, 

Citizen Bernhardt was also able, in more than one occasion, to spur on Citizens that had been going 

through particularly bad times. As an example, it is worthy to note the emotional support offered 

by Bernhardt to their colleague and friend, Biological Operator Ellington, during a difficult mo-

ment of their life.

Associated behavior: The Citizen speaks with heartfelt love about Bunker 101 and their hopes of re-

form, to make it “a child of our times”, and tries to involve every other Citizen in their dream.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Seditious

Report: The Citizen makes use of every possible chance to proselytize and spread the word about 

the Mastiff Club, even when it would be inappropriate to do so. In spite of the numerous warnings 

received, Bernhardt keeps irking their work colleagues with lamentations about the social inequa-

lity endemic to Bunker 101 and the structural prevarications of Block Unaone and the Elephant Club. 

Their speeches are often biased and generate alarmism in their peers. For this reason, an anonymous 

colleague has reported Citizen Bernhardt to the Welfare Department. Bernhardt was summoned before 

the Committee and accused of being antisocial by Educational Supervisor Richelieu, but they rejeted 

the claim and appproached Richelieu during a Dance to start a verbal altercation. Citizen Richelieu 

rebuffed them with their usual aplomb and publicly humiliated them: after spilling their drink, the 

Supervisor instructed Bernhardt to do their job for once and bring them another.

Associated behavior: The Citizen strongly advocates against the Elephant Club and Block Unaone. 

They miss no chance to start a heated debate.
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BOGART
ARCHETYPE: The tormented soul

Block: Pentafive

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Ecosystem

Level: Operator

Classification: Ecological

Club: Dancing

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you tell Kafka about your unsatiable desire to know more about those who came before Bunker 

101? Will you fill Archival Operators with questions about their research? Will you juggle your 

thirst for knowledge with your menial, often arid job as an Ecological Operator? Will you find an 

answer to your great existential question? Will you support your friend Eyser? Will you show Educa-

tional Operator Jefferson that your questions do not come from a place of sorrow?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Curious

Report: The Citizen has always surprised Educational Operators for the interest they have in all 

areas of life and knowledge. They were assigned to the Ecosystem Department after a difficult eva-

luation: their Assignation exam had incredibly balanced results, showing equal itnerest and curio-

sity towards all kinds of professions. Citizen Bogart frequently entertains themselves by chatting 

with Archival operators, particularly Citizen Kafka. Their questioning mostly centers on the Memory 

Department’s current research and the next exhibition at the Memory Museum. The Citizen invites 

those around them to be curious about all fields of human knowledge, without limiting themselves to 

one narrow discipline.

Associated behavior: The Citizen always tries to learn something new and often asks other residents 

of the Bunker about their activities. They seem eager to learn and pose existential questions to 

themselves and others.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Restless

Report: During a preliminary evaluation as a possible Supervisor, the Citizen claimed to be comple-

tely uninterested in the position. When asked why by Educational Operator Jefferson, they answered 

thus: “I have other things in my mind, gentlemen. Like humanity, for example. Have you ever wonde-

red if there are other people on this Earth? Are we really the only ones left? What if we aren’t... 

What if there are others like us?” Since they also admitted to being unable to think about anything 

else, Educational Operator Jefferson reported some worry for their condition. However, a dear 

friend of Bogart, Citizen Eyser, testified in their favor, because “their devotion to the great 

questions of life is an asset to Bunker 101, not an hindrance”.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is haunted by this great question: are there any more humans on 

planet Earth? They often bother other denizens of the bunker, insistently asking them to reflect on 

the possibility of other men and women being out there, somewhere.
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BORGES
ARCHETYPE: The journalist in search of the Foun-

der

Block: Terrathree

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: Tesla’s Tutor.

Department: Memory

Level: Operator

Classification: Chronicler

Club: Donkey

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Do you think a Terrathree like you could become President? And if not, do you want a Donkey in of-

fice in order to learn more about Marilyn? Are you positive that all Duncanists should support you 

because Marilyn still holds many of the Founder’s secrets? Are you ready to do anything to pursue 

the truth to its core? Are you obsessed with Duncan’s persona?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Determined

Report: The Citizen is an example to all workers and has gained much merit for solving a dispute 

between the Tunnel’s editorial staff and the Tailor Club. Borges is incredibly fascinated by our 

Founder’s history. For the past anniversary of His death, the Citizen presented twenty-three df-

ferent texts for the redaction of a brief biography of Thomas Duncan, allowing a compromise to be 

found between the many diverse needs in play. Citizen Borges also seems positive that Duncan had a 

vision that somehow went beyond what us people of the bunker can imagine.

Associated behavior: The Citizen aims to become one of the greatest experts on the Founder. Borges 

is also determined to pass on the vision, the works and the deeds of T. Duncan and motivate the 

Citizens of the Bunker 101 by quoting His words.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Nosy

Report: Notwithstanding having been assigned to the Political Chronicle, more than once Borges has 

demanded to interview Logistical Operators, abusing their role as a Tutor for Citizen Tesla, and 

was caught in the act of taking notes on Marilyn’s inner workings. Their insistence has gone well 

beyond the duties of a Chronicler Operator and annoyed the Logistical Supervisor Fermi.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is always looking for new information, from Citizens or from the 

archives. They eavesdrop on conversations and try to access the records, as well as the electronic 

brain’s logs. For some reason, they remain convinced that Bunker 101 still hides many secrets.
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BRADDOCK
ARCHETYPE: The meek spirit

Block: Quadrofour

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Exploration Control

Club: Tailor

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Duncanista

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Do you still regret the injury that keeps you from undertaking the Great Journey? Do you believe 

hard work will convince your superiors to overlook your limp? Could getting a Union Permit with the 

right person help you bury the hatchet? Will you keep your regret from poisoning your friendship 

with other Exploration Operators?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Good advisor

Report: A good Duncanist, a hard worker and an upstanding Citizen, this is what is said about Brad-

dock. The Citizen always tries to improve themselves and others, often by saying the right thing 

at the right time. Being so amiable, they have warmed up to the newest Exploration Operator Carne-

ra and are trying to impart on them some of the common sense they sometimes lack. In the same way, 

they are very close to Citizen Lincoln, partner of late Citizen Weissmuller, who died in the same 

accident that injured Citizen Braddock’s leg. For all these reasons, Braddock would seem like the 

ideal candidate to start a familty.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is always full of good advice. They know how to listen and take 

others’ hardships to heart. They lie about the pain they feel in their injured leg.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Unable to give up

Report: The Citizen had initially been assigned to physical training as an Exploration Operator, 

in preparation to the Great Journey. Their enthusiasm and dedication were a joy to all Operators, 

but this excess of zeal turned against them, since the accident that caused the death of Citizen 

Weissmuller occurred during an unscheduled training session, outside of work hours. Citizen Brad-

dock survived with a slight limp: nothing that could fully compromise their health and usefulness 

to Bunker 101, but enough to make them unfit for the extraordinary physical labor required of those 

who will face the unknown. Now that the Great Journey is impending, the Citizen acts insufferable 

and cannot seem to accept that a full physical recovery is impossible. They still hope to return to 

their previous tasks and see what lies outside of the perimeter.

Associated behavior: The Citizen keeps talking as if they are to take part to the expedition in the 

first person. They constantly look for loopholes to be admitted back into their old Unit. They feel 

different from the rest of Unit Shortstop.
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BYRON
ARCHETYPE: The sickly intellectual

Block: Quadrofour

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Memory

Level: Supervisor

Classification: Archival

Club: Donkey

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you protect your Archival Operators from the narrow-minded Welfare Department? Will you de-

dicate what little time you have to work? Will you entrust someone with your moral and aesthetic 

testament? Will you finally manage to thank Matisse for those whispered words? Will you confront 

Proust, the one who snitches on your men to avoid paying for their excesses?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Industrious

Report: The Citizen fulfils their duties as Archival Supervisor with dedication and a high sense of 

responsibility. In spite of their worrying health condition, Citizen Byron does not hold back. They 

are terrified by the thought of losing precious time, so they work hard and devote care and love to 

the study of humanity’s past. An emblematic episode occurred at the opening of a new exhibition in 

the Memory Museum, which Citizen Byron was so invested in as to refuse to leave their post in spite 

of a drastic worsening of their condition. It fell on Archival Operator Matisse to gently but firm-

ly send them home, with these words: “And what if tomorrow, Supervisor Byron, the mysteries of the 

Universe were revealed to you, and you were to miss it because you had passed out from exhaustion?”

Associated behavior: The Citizen does not want to waste time during work hours, and in spite of 

their frail health they work hard to passionately research the mysteries of the past.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Unstable

Report: The Citizen is subject to frequent mood swings. They regularly alternate between extreme 

euphoria and apathetic despari. They have even occasionally experienced sudden flashes of anger, 

immediately followed by regret. The Committee believes them an excellent member of the communi-

ty and is willing to turn a blind eye to these infrequent episodes, which can surely be blamed on 

the stress caused by their illness. Some time ago, the Welfare Department was notified of a quite 

violent altercation between Citizen Byron and Chronicler Supervisor Proust. Following an argument 

between the two, the causes of which have not been reported, Citizen Byron irately grabbed them by 

the collar and threatened them thus: “Don’t you dare touch MY operators. As long as I live, you 

don’t get to touch them. Nobody gets to touch them. Is that clear?” Afterwards, Byron left with no 

further explanation.

Associated behavior: The Citizen alternates euphoria with apathy. They sometimes even give into 

rage, only to immediately regret it afterwards.
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CAPOTE
ARCHETYPE: The sensible editor

Block: Quadrofour

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: Suffrage, Inebriation

Ties: 

Department: Memory

Level: Operator

Classification: Chronicler

Club: Decency

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Are you always on the hunt for someone to give a stern talking-to? Do you believe all other Chro-

nicler Operators wouldn’t know which way the ceiling was without you? Do you think other Citizens 

often misinterpret the news and censorship is thus a necessity? Would a friend in Security do you 

some good? Or are you maybe looking for something more? Do you think your job is a mission only you 

can accomplish?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Reliable

Report: The Citizen is well aware of the importance of information and of their own role in the 

bunker. Far from any delusions of protagonism which so often affect Chronicler Operators, Capote is 

rigorous in attending every trial to report on the Judiciary Chronicle  and in selecting the news 

to present, doing whatever’s possible to keep the exuberance of Supervisor Proust in check. The 

responsibility of saying no has fallen on them, and thanks to the admirable hard shell they have 

built up they do not hesitate to put colleagues in their place if it becomes necessary.

Associated behavior: The Citizen puts the interests of the people before their own popularity. They 

do not hesitate to say no or “be the bad guy”. They handle the censorship of inappropriate news.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Grouchy

Report: The Citizen displays what one might refer to as a bad temper. They often raise their voi-

ce, issuing orders even when hierarchy would not allow them to. They are curiously at ease with the 

military of the Security Department, while on the other hand showing difficulties in standing the 

creative vein that often defines Memory Department Operators, which they often deride as “artsy 

wannabes”. Capote takes the Decency Club’s activities with utter seriousness, sometimes exceeding 

in zeal when inviting fellow Citizens to keep a respectable conduct and attire at all times.

Associated behavior: The Citizen barks orders left and right, like a general of old. They employ 

a great dose of sarcasm. They find genuine enjoyment in constantly commenting on fellow Citizens’ 

behavior.
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CARNERA
ARCHETYPE: The spirited recruit

Block: Bissotwo

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: Tutor to Eisenhower

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Explorer

Club: Sport

Political stance: Mastiff

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you greet the mind behind the Cavernauts and thank them for paving your way towards Explora-

tion? Will you live up to your heroes during the Great Journey? Will you keep your companions uni-

ted like a real team of Cavernauts? Will you do all you can to help Eisenhower redeem themselves in 

the eyes of the Bunker? Can a law that would let your idols die really be called just?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Enthusiastic

Report: The Citizen is the perfect demostration of the success of the Assignment system: they have 

fully embraced their role within Unit Pitcher, putting themselves through vigorous physical trai-

ning in preparation to the exploration of Area 1K. Their enthusiasm makes them unifying presence 

between the three Exploration Units: besides earning the goodwill of Citizen Braddock, they have 

become the center of the social lives of Units Pitcher, Catcher and Shortstop. They are also a 

standing Bounce! champion together with the Block Bissotwo team. During a routine calibration ses-

sion with the Welfare Department, they made a list of their role models: Citizen Earhart, “a great 

father to our brave family”, Citizen Grezar, “the soldier of steel” for their collection of physi-

cal records, and the protagonist of the five-episode radio drama The Adventures of the Cavernauts, 

because “that’s what real heroes look like!”.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is always first in line for training and is prone to acts of he-

roism worthy of their favorite radio drama, as well as incessant raving about said drama. They work 

constantly to build up the team spirit of their Exploration colleagues. They often seek the company 

of Bounce! team Bissotwo, Loik and Garrincha.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Overzealous

Report: The admiration the Citizen nurtures towards their team mates is akin to obsession, so much 

so that their excess of zeal has repeatedly brought them to the brink of collapse in order to prove 

themselves worthy during simulations. Their desire for validation must be kept in mind during trai-

ning and channeled towards productive behavior: an example was their volunteering to become Citizen 

Eisenhower’s Tutor, after the latter was brought before the Committee for unlawfully administering 

Daisy+ pills to Citizen Grezar. Citizen Carnera stepped forward in a show of misplaced gratitude 

towards the Therapeutic Operator who had tried to prolong their idol’s life, as Grezar has passed 

40 years of age and is now subject to a reduced healthcare regime, but they are still actively con-

tributing to the reintegration of Citizen Eisenhower in the fabric of society.

Associated behavior: The Citizen longs to live up to their idols, to the point of acting recklessly 

in order to impress them.
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CHAPLIN
ARCHETYPE: The charming snitch

Block: Quadrofour

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: -

Ties: Tutored by Kahn

Department: Ecosystem

Level: Operator

Classification: Ecological

Club: Decency

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you use your friendship to pass the impending exam and become the new Supervisor? Will you do 

your best to make those who ask your help for the Dancing Night become alluring and well-groomed? 

Will you resist the temptation of seducing a married Citizen, and behave like you promised your 

Tutor? Will you tell Tracy it was you who reported her inappropriate behavior to Educational Opera-

tors?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Cooperative

Report: The Citizen has proven attentive to the needs of Bunker 101. In addition to their constant 

toiling during work hours, Citizen Chaplin is known for their careful watch over their colleagues’ 

dedication and for reporting suspicious circumstances and inadequate behavior. A noteworthy example 

is the incident wherein Chaplin reported to late Supervisor Davis the unjustified abandonment of 

her work station on the part of Ecological Operator Tracy, during a delicate waste disposal ope-

ration. Thanks to Citizen Chaplin’s cooperation, the culprit has been subjected to the adequate 

corrective measures.

Associated behavior: The Citizen does not hesitate to do the right thing so that the community can 

prosper efficiently, by reporting the names of insubordinate, individualist and Antisocial Citi-

zens.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Provocative

Report: In spite of repeated warnings, the Citizens seems unable to rein in their flirty, provoca-

tive ways, thus perturbing the peace of the honest Citizens of Bunker 101. In particular, they have 

provoked the rage of more than one United Citizen, made jealous by Chaplin’s constant winking and 

smiling to their romantic partner. For this reason, Citizen Chaplin has been assigned to Citizen 

Kahn, who will follow them as Tutor.

Associated behavior: The Citizen never misses a chance to try and seduce people of the opposite sex 

with flirting and constant allusions.
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CHAMBERLAIN
ARCHETYPE: 

The caring doctor who wants to contact the dead

Block: Bissotwo

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Welfare

Level: Operator

Classification: Therapeutic

Club: Decency

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you be able to convince Sherman and Bancroft to seriously commit and improve the life of Eco-

logical Operators? Will you make your voice heard by the new President of the Bunker? How can you 

show them that Marilyn and the nuclear reactor are the key to contact the dead? What do you answer 

to those calling you a hopeless mad?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Responsible

Report: The Citizen takes to heart the health of each and everyone of the Ecological Operators 

because they think they are the most vulnerable Citizens of Bunker 101 due to the contact with the 

radioactive waste.Citizen Chamberlain often talks to the Ecological Operators and they all trust 

in the Therapeutical Operator. The Citizen is not afraid to report and argue with the Secretaries 

of the Bunker 101 or even with the President to defend their cause. They strongly empathises with 

Biological Supervisor Monroe and his wife Biological Operator Holiday, poisoned and terminally ill 

due to the radioactive waste. Notwithstanding the repetitive requests of the husband Monroe and the 

Citizen Chamberlain, Citizen Holiday has not yet been authorised to leave her work position.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is strongly committed to improve the work conditions and the well 

being of the Ecological Unit since they daily get in touch with radioactive waste.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Gloomy

Report: The Citizen zealously takes care of the cremation of human remains of the Citizens of Bun-

ker 101 by using the nuclear reactor. However this activity seriously impacted their mental health. 

A number of Citizens saw Citizen Chamberlain talking with the nuclear reactor. When questioned the 

Citizen replied they were talking with the dead. This behavior seems a way to share their personal 

anguish, but has to be closely monitored. Citizen Chamberlain also states that each Citizen might 

contact the dead thanks to the low frequency waves and made a request- never accepted- to the Coun-

cil of Synergy to re-configure Marilyn in order to establish a contact with the those who passed 

on.

Associated behavior: TThe Citizen believes that the nuclear reactor of the Bunker 101 is a channel 

for the afterlife. Citizen Chamberlain also believes that by modifying the parameters of Marilyn 

the dead might enter in contact with the living.
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CHURCHILL
ARCHETYPE: The medic by vocation

Block: Bissotwo

Gender: Female

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage, Union, Birth

Ties: Union with Eyser. Unused Birth Permit

Department: Welfare

Level: Operator

Classification: Therapeutic

Club: Elephant

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you keep your proverbial cool in any and all circumstances? Will you accept that it’s impossi-

ble to save everyone? Will you watch over Ellington’s mental health so that they don’t hurt them-

selves again? Will you confront Lincoln about the accident that killed Weissmuller? Can you forgive 

yourself for your failure? Will you manage to open up about it to your beloved husband, Eyser?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Cool-headed

Report: The Citizen has more than once proven herself capable of acting in cold blood during times 

of crisis. When called to action in response to accidents or sudden illnesses, Citizen Churchill 

has always been able to respond with swiftness and practical sense, more than once becoming a key 

actor in a critical situation. For instance, she managed to rescue Citizen Ellington when the lat-

ter attempted suicide. Churchill’s timely intervention avoided tragic consequences and effectively 

saved Ellington’s life. As compensation for this heroic act, the Council of Synergy has awarded 

Churchill and her husband Eyser with a long-awaited Birth Permit.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is able to handle critical situations with competence and is a 

point of reference in case of medical emergencies.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Private

Report: The Citizen still has difficulties opening up about a traumatic event that nonetheless 

transpired a long time ago. Following a work accident during a Security Department Exploration 

training session, Citizen Churchill was called in to assist Citizen Weissmuller. In spite of her 

attempts at resuscitation, Churchill was unable to do anything and the patient died during the 

intervention. Although the patient’s chances of survival were abysmal, Citizen Churchill feels she 

is to blame for the loss: being inexperienced at the time, she claims she chose the wrong course 

of action to try and save Weissmuller. To find closure about this event, she has promised multiple 

times to confront the dead Citizen’s partner, Educational Operator Lincoln, with much encouragement 

from the rest of the Welfare Department. However, up to this moment Churchill has apparently favo-

red bearing this burden alone.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is nervous about members of the Security Department, because she 

fears someone will bring up the uncomfortable matter of Citizen Weissmuller’s death.
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COPPI
ARCHETYPE: The Cult’s pupil

Block: Unaone

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage, Union, Birth

Ties: Patton’s sibling. Union with Newton (2 sons, 

Coppi Jr, Newton Jr.)

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Intelligence

Club: Tailor

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you help new hearts and souls on the path towards worship of the Founder? Will your faith 

prove unwavering against all odds? Will you be of help to those who need it? Will you avenge the 

wrongs you suffered at the hands of Disney?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Enthusiastic

Report: The Citizen sports an extremely constructive, passionate attitude during work hours, and in 

their leisure time they are fervent and dedicated to the activities of the Tailor Club. They zea-

lously follow the lead of the more experienced Citizen Kahn. One episode is worthy of mention: when 

Citizen Strickland suffered a grave loss and abused his Inebriation Permit to the point of excess, 

Citizen Coppi earnestly took care of him and helped him get back to his Block.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is always energetic and wilful, and they spontaneously step in to 

help those in need. The Citizen also recalls how important is the guide of the Founder.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Vengeful

Report: The Citizen was heard speaking less-than-peaceful words about Citizen Disney in the lat-

ter’s absence, stating their wish to “get back at them”. This antagonism stems from an episode 

dating back to the past elections: when Citizen Coppi was first entrusted with the honor of leading 

the morning Duncanist Celebration and open the tear on the great white canvas, Citizen Disney in-

terrupted the ceremony to deride the faithful: “you’re wasting so much time sewing what you’re just 

gonna cut again tomorrow, you’d have done better to stop playing seamstress and go vote Mastiff”.

Associated behavior: In spite of their unwavering faith, the Citizen seems incapable of ignoring 

provocation and harbors revenge fantasies on those who have wronged them. They are especially into-

lerant of disrespect towards the Cult and its faithful.
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CRAWFORD
ARCHETYPE: The overly-cautious braggart

Block: Quadrofour

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Ecosystem

Level: Operator

Classification: Ecological

Club: Tailor

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Do you need to become Supervisor to stop touching that nasty waste all the time? Do you think a 

good laugh can solve all problems but radiation poisoning? Can you stand the idea of seeing Citizen 

Holiday die? Do you think your friends laugh at your fears, even though you can’t control them?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Amiable

Report: The Citizen is what one would call “a character”, Jokes, quips and humorous tales are their 

forte and they contribute to keep up the morale of their Ecological Operator Unit through their 

many menial, tiring tasks. Crawford seems to always be in high spirits and they always have so-

mething to say, most of all when it comes to defending the importance of their own role and that 

of their colleagues. The only times when they become utterly serious are Tailor Club meetings: the 

Founder is no laughing matter.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is always ready to joke and laugh, but in a controlled, civil man-

ner. They have an anecdote about everything. They are very respectful of the Founder and everything 

that concerns the Duncanist faith.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Craven

Report: Following Citizen Holiday’s illness, the Citizen has been extremely worried about the con-

sequences of proximity to radioactive waste. Crawford is set on becoming Supervisor because they 

hope to substitute manual labor with coordination work, at least partially, and they have begun pe-

stering Biological Operators on the state of the food supply, as well as demanding continuous extra 

appointments with Therapeutic Operators. For all their efforts to keep this phobia hidden while on 

duty, so as not to lose face with other Ecological Operators, the compulsion is by all intents and 

means beyond their control.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is obsessed with radiation and the possibility of poisoning them-

selves. They are worried about any signs of illness, and afraid of contracting some kind of disea-

se. They are anxious while performing their job.
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CURIE
ARCHETYPE: The loving mother

Block: Unaone

Gender: Female

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage, Union, Birth

Ties: Union with Zatopek. Mother to Nagurski and 

Swahn.

Department: Progress

Level: Operator

Classification: Scientific

Club: Elephant

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Do you want the best for your daughters? Are you interested in politics, but fear your husband is 

getting far too involved in them? Will you do all you can to keep up with extra-bunker expeditions? 

Do you want to protect your children from giving up what is dear to them in the name of family, 

like you were forced to do?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Giving

Report: The Citizens sees herself as a mother first, and as a scientist and the wife to a Secretary 

second. Her two daughters, Nagurski and Swahn, are the light of her life, and in spite of their 

eccentric behavior she loves them without reservations. Being aware of their oddities, she intends 

to guide them in the choice for the best possible partners, without rushing them into requesting a 

Union Permit. She always puts her own needs second, for them and for her husband, Secretary Zato-

pek, all without losing her smile. Were it not for her scientific mind, she would be the prototype 

of the perfect Duncanist.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is dutiful and active in her daughters’ lives. She wants to help 

them find or reject a partner. In public she is always radiant and controlled, as is appropriate 

for the wife of a Secretary. She puts family before everything else.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Frustrated

Report: The Citizen formerly belonged to Exploration Unit Catcher and answered to the name Lie-

dholm. After the birth of her daughter Swahn, affected by some form of developmental disability, 

she agreed with her husband that it was time to request a Reassignment. She undertook a difficult 

scientific preparation exam and asked her new Supervisor Einstein to give her a new name more fit-

ting of her new Department, so as to cut all ties with the past. But this seems not to be enough. 

In spite of all her efforts to hide it behind the façade of a perfect wife and mother, and in spite 

of Supervisor Einstein’s warm welcome into her Unit, the Citizen regrets being unable to take on 

the Extra-bunker Great Journey, now that it is finally coming to pass. She has also requested to 

conduct a study on the effects of the Daisy+ pill, motivated by the suspicion that assumption of 

the drug during her days in Exploration is what caused Swahn’s disability by interfering with the 

pregnancy.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is disproportionately interested in the Great Journey. She su-

spects the Daisy+ pill might be dangerous. Although others do everything they can to forget about 

it, she sometimes asks to be called with her old name by her closest friends.
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DARWIN
ARCHETYPE: The anxious researcher

Block: Terrathree

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: Disney’s sibling

Department: Progress

Level: Operator

Classification: Scientific

Club: Tailor

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will your research on Daisy+ live up to the Secretary of Progress’s expectations? Do you real-

ly think the Founder would have wanted you to venture into the dangers of the outside world? Will 

you win over your fixations to finally play a game of Bounce!? Will you make Disney understand the 

importance of Duncanism? Will you convince Jefferson that you don’t need a Tutor? Will you show 

gratitude to Garbo for taking part in your experiments?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Dedicated

Report: The Citizen received a special commendation by the Secretary of Progress for their research 

in the field of chemistry and radiation protection. They devote particular attention to the theme, 

as well as a sincere interest in the safety of Exploration Operators, especially in light of the 

imminent Great Journey. Darwin has obtained exceptional results on a new formulation of the Daisy+ 

pill thanks to Biological Operator Garbo, who volunteered for a prolonged dosing regimen. Citizen 

Darwin also willingly took on Oppenheimer’s tasks when they fell ill, working double shifts for an 

entire week.

Associated behavior: The Citizen shows a great sense of responsibility, attends to their tasks with 

dedication and understands the importance of sacrificing one’s needs for the good of the community. 

They are always extremely scrupolous in their duties.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Neurotic

Report: The Citizen has manifested in more than one occasion less-than-appropriate behaviors during 

social events. Following a bout of verbal violence expressed during the past Dance to Citizen Na-

bokov, who according to Darwin was guilty of insisting to interview them, the Citizen was formally 

reported to the Welfare Department as a possible antisocial subject. They have willingly underta-

ken weekly sessions with Educational Operator Jefferson: during these encounters, a wide range of 

fixations and neuroses have emerged. These afflictions appear to intensify outside of the Citizen’s 

work environment (loud noises, physical contact, an excessive number of people in a restricted 

space, a messy environment, etc.). Educational Operator Jefferson is assessing the possibility of 

assigning Darwin to a Tutor, considering the strategic importance of the Citizen as a Scientific 

Operator.

Associated behavior: The Citizen appears uneasy in social contexts, where they manifest nervous 

tics, borderline antisocial behavior and a generalized loss of lucidity.
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DIMAGGIO
ARCHETYPE: The cryptic decrypter

Block: Quadrofour

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Intelligence

Club: Sport

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you find the courage to talk with Educational Operator Patton and tell them what ails you so? 

Will you finally find someone you can trust and oper your heart to? Are you willing to do anything 

to beat the Bounce! record and bring victory to Block Quadrafour? Will you put yourself in service 

of Secretary Zatopek? Will you keep an eye on hot-headed Fangio?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Talented

Report: The Citizen is known for their skill and precision as an Intelligence Operator and is un-

doubtedly one of the Security Department’s most precious assets, enough to deserve the praise of 

current Secretary of Security Zatopek. A shining career awaits them. Besides being an able, wilful 

worker, Citizen DiMaggio is renowned for their balance and the reliability with which they carry 

out their tasks. It is noteworthy how Citizen DiMaggio notified the Welfare Department about the 

antisocial behavior of Citizen Fangio, another Intelligence Operator of much worse reliability.

Associated behavior: The Citizen religiously follows the instruction of their Supervisor and Secre-

tary of Security Zatopek. They do not tolerate subversives and loiterers.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Cryptic

Report: The Citizen has always been a very private subject, and all attempts to make them open up 

and share their worries have been vain. Although they have never caused any serious problems, Ci-

tizen DiMaggio does not seem willing to cooperate with the Welfare Department. They recently made 

a private appointment with Educational Operator Patton, but after showing up they failed to speak, 

got up from the chair and left without explanation.

Associated behavior: The Citizen hates being in the limelight, with the exception of Bounce! ma-

tches, and does not speak about themselves or their feelings when in a group.
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DISNEY
ARCHETYPE: The bunker’s buffoon

Block: Terrathree

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: Darwin’s sibling

Department: Ecosystem

Level: Operator

Classification: Biological

Club: Dancing

Political stance: Mastiff

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you trademark brand of humor push the undecided into voting for Mastiff, the most progressive 

Club there is? Will you keep your famous good spirits and your positivity even in the darkest ti-

mes? Will you eliminate the competition and keep your title as the funniest comedian in Bunker 101? 

Will you hold back your cutting, satirical remarks on Duncanists?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Hilarious

Report: During last year’s dance, the Citizen delighted the entire population of Bunker 101 with an 

ironic, clever stand-up routine that elicited almost seven minutes of thundering applause. The most 

riveting part of the performance was a grotesque, hilarious caricature of the Welfare Department’s 

own Educational Operators.

Associated behavior: The Citizen goes about their tasks in a vivacious, eccentric manner and often 

entertains their peers with the hilarious retelling of their “daily tribulations”.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Irreverent

Report: During the previous elections, the Citizen interrupted a Duncanist celebration led by Citi-

zen Coppi with a joking remark, noting that - to quote - “you’re wasting so much time sewing what 

you’re just gonna cut again tomorrow, you’d have done better to stop playing seamstress and go vote 

Mastiff”. Disney’s embarrassing misstep was limited by their responsible, moderate brother, Darwin.

Associated behavior: The Citizen tends to advocate for Mastiffs even when this activism is inappro-

priate. They also never miss a chance to tease or provoke Duncanists.
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EARHART
ARCHETYPE: The stern technician

Block: Bissotwo

Gender: Male

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: Widowed father to Loik.

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Exploration control

Club: Elephant

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Are you willing to do anything to defend Exploration Operators, both from detractors and from the 

great unknown? Do you need someone to help you mend your relationship with Loik? Do you think being 

the best at one’s job should be every Citizen’s aim? Do you think this makes you a great Elephant 

and even a valid candidate for Presidency?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Reliable

Report: The Citizen has been a constant source of inspiration for Exploration Operators, who know 

they can count on his support from the control center when they set out to face the unknown. Recru-

it Carnera defined him “A great father to our brave family”. Everyone praises him for precision and 

efficiency: knowing he will guide the Great Journey from the base is a reassurance to all Opera-

tors. Some Elephant supporters advocate for his nomination as their next presidential candidate.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is protective and involved in the fate of all Exploration Opera-

tors, but he is never fazed by personal favorites or sentimentalism. He always has a good word for 

everyone.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Grieving

Report: The Citizen has thus far been unable to accept the sudden death of his wife, Garros. This 

has driven a wedge between him and his child, Loik. Earhart neglected his offspring during their 

formative years and now he only entartains formal relations with them, without managing to put a 

stop to their excesses, especially in the field of sports. The Citizen lives to work and has never 

before seriously thought about a political career. He experiences his broken family as a personal 

failure.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is cold to his child and reluctant to speak about his wife. He 

sometimes gets to the verge of tears with no forewarning, and is unable to cry or speak. He needs 

encouragement to take his political career seriously.
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EINSTEIN
ARCHETYPE: The conservative scientist

Block: Terrathree

Gender: Female

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage, Union

Ties: Union with Fibonacci

Department: Progress

Level: Supervisor

Classification: Scientific

Club: Decency

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Do you want to show your male colleagues that femininity can go hand in hand with professional 

excellence? Will you tame your subordinates’ raw talent? Will you stop Faraday from spreading their 

lies? Will you convince your husband to let you devote your full attention to the Great Journey? Do 

you feel that agreeing to carry a son would let your only remnant of freedom escape you forever, 

like what happened to Curie?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Proper

Report: The Citizen is a shining example of moral integrity, embodying the qualities of a proper 

lady of Bunker 101: as a wife she is elegant and humble, and as Supervisor she leads her Operators 

with a smile, wearing velvet gloves without ever exposing the iron claws beneath. She has a cen-

tral role in the Decency Club and is always ready to help other ladies to carry themselves like 

respectable daughters of the bunker. On the job, her greatest endeavor is to contain the extrava-

gant theories conjured by her more whimsical colleagues: she toils day and night to stop Citizen 

Faraday’s alarmist theories on the side effects of Daisy and Daisy+ from poisoning the minds of 

the general populations. As a respectable scientist, Citizen Einstein knows well that the past and 

present efforts of her peers make anti-radiation pills safer and safer every day. Her presence has 

also been of great support to Scientific Operator Curie: she herself chose a new name for Curie, 

formerly Liedholm, when the latter was Reassigned to the Progress Department after the birth of her 

first daughter Swahn, and Einstein’s friendship has greatly aided Curie’s integration to her new 

Unit.

Associated behavior: The Citizen places great importance in appearances and is careful to always 

show an amiable, courteous façade. She speaks softly, never chortles and never treats a colleague 

coldly, with the sole exception of Faraday, the only case where her strong moral fiber takes pri-

ority. With her husband Fibonacci, she always tries to minimize her social standing. She is pro-

tective of Curie.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Frigid

Report: In spite of her impeccable public conduct, the Citizen has been the subject of multiple 

complaints on her husband’s part. Citizen Fibonacci reports that his wife is unwilling to carry out 

her marital duty and request a Birth Permit, although she is of fertile age and of the best genetic 

disposition. During calibration sessions, Einstein is evasive on the matter; when pressed by Educa-
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tional Operator Nelson she admitted to being reluctant to leave her post because of pregnancy, and 

pointed to the imminent Great Journey that will put the Scientific Unit’s continued efforts to the 

test as a reason to focus on work. After this confession, she hastily left the session and failed 

to show up to the next appointment.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is made uneasy by any and all mentions of Birth Permits, and fer-

vently supports the Elephant Club’s electoral program, which advocates for a reduction in new bir-

ths in response to overpopulation. She devotes all her energies to the Great Journey and uses it as 

a shield against her duties as a wife She seems genuinely unnerved by Educational Operator Nelson.
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EISENHOWER
ARCHETYPE: The shoulder to cry on

Block: Bissotwo

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: -

Ties: Tutored by Carnera

Department: Welfare

Level: Operator

Classification: Therapeutic

Club: Mastiff

Political stance: Mastiff

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you make the world see that the true worth of men cannot be ranked on a Scale ruled by cold 

numbers? Is Citizen Grezar truly the shining example you chose to defend? What can you do to ease 

the pains of those who saffer because of radiation? Is there a way to escape the atomic curse or is 

humanity doomed to slowly decay beneath the Earth, just like the waste that surrounds the bunker?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Comforting

Report: The Citizen stands out as a Therapeutic Operator for their ability to comfort their patien-

ts and stop them from spiraling into antisocial behavior caused by resentment. Theirs is a stabili-

zing presence which often proves more important than the medical care they offer, itself. They have 

taken a particular interest in the cause of radiation poisoning, often insisting to personally take 

charge of the victims of this blight, like in the case of Citizen Holiday, whom they have faithful-

ly assisted through the decline of her physical health.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is always attentive and willing to take care of people poisoned 

by radiation, and is particularly empathetic towards Exploration and Ecological Operators, as they 

live in closer contact to the radioactive threat.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Unrepentant

Report: The Citizen was caught in the act as they administered unauthorized doses of Daisy+ to 

Citizen Grezar, who has been subjected to a routine reduction of anti-radiation medication after 

passing 40 years of age. Before the Committee summoned to judge them, Eisenhower acted unapologe-

tic, stating that Citizen Grezar “is a perfect role model for new generations of Exploration Opera-

tors and letting them die of radiation would be humanity’s gravest mistake after the invention of 

the cobalt bomb”. They are also suspected of trafficking Daisy+ to other Citizens they deem impor-

tant to the survival of the bunker, but it has been impossible to collect enough evidence or testi-

mony to prove their guilt. Given the entity of their crimes, they have nonetheless been assigned to 

Tutor Carnera.

Associated behavior: The Citizen has developed a personal evaluation scale, which they use to judge 

the merits of other Citizens of the bunker, and tries to help the most deserving at the cost of 

breaking the law.
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ELLINGTON
ARCHETYPE: The victim of forbidden love

Block: Pentafive

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Ecosystem

Level: Operator

Classification: Biological

Club: Tailor

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Continuerai a struggerti per il tuo amore proibito? Ritroverai la voglia di vivere? Saprai chiedere 

aiuto a Churchill prima che sia troppo tardi? Confiderai a un fratello Duncanista il tuo tentativo 

di farti del male? Continuerai a frenare quella testa calda del tuo caro amico Bernhardt? Will you 

be consumed by your forbidden love? Will you find new will to live? Will you manage to ask Chur-

chill for help before it’s too late? Will you tell a Duncanist brother about your self-harm? Will 

you keep holding back your dear hot-headed friend Bernhardt?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Mellow

Report: The Citizen is known for their subdued tone of voice and the amiable ways they use to in-

teract with the other Citizen of Bunker 101. A notable example would be their ability to moderate 

the extreme, unwarranted reactions of their friend and colleague, Biological Operator Bernhard, 

whose company is greatly valued by Ellington. During one of the frequent arguments in which Citi-

zen Bernhardt keeps getting involved, Ellington was able to subdue their coworker and avoid further 

confrontations.

Associated behavior: The Citizen does not seek to impose their viewpoint in a conversation, instead 

constantly trying to find an agreement between the contenders. Furthermore, they are always gentle 

and polite towards others.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Self-destructive

Report: The Citizen was recently caught in the middle of a grave act of self-harm during the night. 

Therapeutic Operator Churchill promptly came to their aid. The physical damage was not yet serious, 

but Citizen Churchill soon realized they had walked in on a suicide attempt. They thus invited 

Citizen Ellington to share the reasons that pushed them to such a senseless extreme, and Ellington 

confessed to feeling a forbidden, impure kind of love. When called to explain the nature of these 

feelings, Citizen Ellington offered no further explanation to Churchill. The conditions of Citizen 

Ellington have been steadily improving in the weeks since the incident, partly thanks to the com-

pany of Citizen Churchill, who seems to have taken Ellington’s case to heart.

Associated behavior: The Citizen shows little regard for their own life and everything that sur-

rounds them, yet their self-preservation instinct brings them to constantly seek new challenges and 

exciting experiences that may give them back their passion for life.
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EWRY
ARCHETYPE: The bunker’s executor

Block: Unaone

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Security

Level: Supervisor

Classification: Intelligence

Club: Sport

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Do you see the hunted look in the Citizens’eye when you walk in the Bunker? Has your role become a 

burden? Will you follow the orders of the elected President? Do you just want to think about Boun-

ce!? Has your heart warmed for the first time in so many years? Was the Exile of Garbo’s father a 

mistake? Will you speak with your dear and trusted friend Robespierre?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Resolute

Report: The Citizen shines for their iron sense of duty and their impeccable manners. Their cool, 

blunt ways make them the favorite go-to of the Council of Synergy in times of need, like in the 

case of the Exile sentence passed on Citizen Lautrec, father to Citizen Garbo, who had been accused 

to setting fire to the labs researching Daisy+ pills. Everyone knows Citizen Ewry will deliver on 

whatever task they’re given. When duty calls them elsewhere, they entrust their most delicate tasks 

to Citizen Fangio, a quarrelsome but obedient soul who never fails to follow their Supervisor’s 

orders. Ewry seems to find some manner of relaxation only in good music, a good game of Bounce! and 

a good chat with their trustful friend the Citizen Robespierre. The Citizen Ewry completely trusts 

them and often consults with the Educational Operator Robespierre.

Associated behavior: The Citizen knows they are entrusted with great responsibilities and are ready 

to shoulder the burden.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Unnerving

Report: The Citizen is excessively cold and inhuman in carrying out their most delicate tasks. 

Those who are subjected to his questioning, like Olsen and Sinatra, lament being psychological-

ly threatened. Ewry does not tolerate people acting over the top, like Citizen Majorana with his 

unrestrained dances. Furthermore, being the designed executor of the rare Exile sentences passed in 

Bunker 101 makes it easy for the meek to circulate rumors about Ewry’s sadistic vein. It is said 

that “if Ewry takes you out for a walk, you’ll never go back to your Block”.

Associated behavior: The Citizen strikes fear into people by simply being politely interested in 

them.
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EYSER
ARCHETYPE: The enemy of technology

Block: Bissotwo

Gender: Male

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage, Union, Birth

Ties: Union with Churchill. Unused Birth Permit.

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Explorer

Club: Elephant

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you understand what torments your wife, Churchill? Will you take care of your friends Grezar 

and Bogart? Will you rein in your natural enmity towards Logistical Operators, especially cold, 

insensitive Schrödinger? Will you help other Elephants see that Donkeys are the real threat, not 

enthusiastic Mastiffs? Will you limit the power of that damned electronic brain, Marilyn?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Passionate

Report: Citizen Eyser is motivated by intense positive feelings towards his colleagues, his 

friends, and his wife, Citizen Churchill. An example is his tight bond to Citizen Grezar and the 

support he offers when the latter is prey to sickness. Citizen Eyser is also a dear friend to Citi-

zen Bogart, a perturbed individual who constantly wonders about the presence of humans outside Bun-

ker 101. When Bogart was accused of antisocial behavior because of this “excessively abstract and 

philosophical disposition”, Citizen Eyser testified in their favor with the following statement: 

“thought is an asset, not a flaw of humanity”.

Associated behavior: The Citizen wishes for the happiness of those that surround him, and toils so 

that his friends and relatives are able to pursue it. He does not hide his affinity, nor the occa-

sional enmity towards other Citizens of Bunker 101.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Technophobe

Report: The Citizen has always been clear in declaring his opposition towards an excessive re-

sponsabilization of electronic brain Marilyn. The Citizen believes that “we should prove oursel-

ves worthy of our fathers and not rely on a machine like idiots, no matter how exceptional it is”. 

While this is an acceptable political stance, it has often manifested through unwarranted lectu-

res and outbursts directed not only towards the Donkey Club, but Logistical Operators as well. One 

particularly worrying case is that of his intolerable behavior towards talented Logistical Operator 

Schrödinger. Eyser has repeatedly insulted said Citizen, calling them “a slave to a machine”.

Associated behavior: The Citizen constantly voices his dislike of the Donkey Club and the electro-

nic brain Marilyn, saying that man should not depend on machines to survive.
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FANGIO
ARCHETYPE: The militaristic brute

Block: Unaone

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage, Inebriation

Ties: 

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Intelligence

Club: Sport

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you stand against the antimilitaristic stances that are circulating inside Bunker 101? Will 

you remain faithful to Supervisor Ewry at all costs? Will you keep an eye on riotous Nelson? Wil 

you unmask the snitch that told the Educational Operators you’re a fanatic? Will you show that lo-

ser, Turing, that they can never beat you?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Devoted

Report: The Citizen is dedicated to order and discipline, and wishes to make their Department a 

jewel on the crown of Bunker 101. They hold Intelligence Supervisor Ewry in high esteem: they fol-

low his orders to the letter and never miss a chance to sing their praises. Fangio’s dedication in 

verbally opposing all those who speak against the Security Department is also worthy of note. An 

example is Citizen Nelson, guilty of repeatedly voicing their sarcastic thoughts on the militariza-

tion of Intelligence Operators, who has often referred to Fangio and their colleagues as “zealots” 

and “thugs”. Citizen Fangio has always endeavored to put a stop to these defeatist, destructive 

attitudes.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is devoted to the cause of the Security Department and especially 

to Supervisor Ewry. They are not afraid of exposing themselves in the first person to defend diffi-

cult decisions and hard stances taken by Security Supervisors and Operators.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Quarrelsome

Report: The Citizen often acts menacingly towards civilians, and speaks in excessively exalted 

tones about the “glory of Security Operators”. An Intelligence Unit colleague who asked to remain 

anonymous has reported riotous and exaggerated behavior in response to criticism directed towards 

the Security Department. It has been noted that Citizen Fangio is generally the first to look for 

a fight. During a Bounce! match they repeatedly insulted the team of Block Pentafive, particularly 

Citizen Turing, guilty of telling them to “cool down”.

Associated behavior: The Citizen often looks for verbal confrontation and is full of insolent, 

threatening comments for those who manifest dissent towards their stances.
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FARADAY
ARCHETYPE: The unorthodox chemist

Block: Terrathree

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: Marciano’s Tutor.

Department: Progress

Level: Operator

Classification: Scientific

Club: Tailor

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you lead the scientific team towards a significant discovery? Will you hold close to your 

role as the Tutor of Citizen Marciano, so crucial to your studies on Mutants? Will you find a way 

to make others take seriously your hypothesis that Mutants are a real menace and not an old wi-

ves’ tale? Are you ready to sow the seeds of fear to get attention? Do you really believe that they 

long-term effects of Daisy+ can turn a man into a monster?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Lateral thinking

Report: The Citizen has a solid base of knowledge as a chemist, but what makes them truly precious 

is their ability to think outside the box. They take nothing for granted and are always ready to 

tread new paths, even forcing the hand of more anxious and conservative scientists such as Citizen 

Darwin. They know well that the empyrical method is made of trials and errors to learn from, and 

they apply this notion to the personal sphere as well, by throwing themselves fearlessly into new 

experiences. Their adherence to the Tailor Club bears all the marks of an experiment: the analyti-

cal mind as applied to Duncanism.

Associated behavior: The Citizen contributes to teamwork with constructive criticism. They invite 

their colleagues to follow untreaded paths and reassures them on the possible consequences. They 

always look like they have everything under control.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Without half measures

Report: When embracing a new idea, the Citizen always carries it to the furthest implications, 

seemingly unaffected by the possible consequences. After becoming the Tutor of Citizen Marciano, 

who claims to have sighted a Mutant during their training as an Exploration Operator (this was the 

reason behind Marciano’s Reassignment to Intelligence), Citizen Faraday has developed a morbid 

fixation for Mutants. They craft theories and tell stories that, coming from a respected scientist, 

stop sounding like old wives’ tales to the ears of their listeners, thus feeding unnecessary alar-

mism. Faraday claims to be performing a series of tests to rule out the possibility that long-term 

assumption of Daisy+ pills could bring about a genetic mutation in Exploration Operators themsel-

ves.

Associated behavior: The Citizen riddles Citizen Marciano with questions about what they claim to 

have seen and heard. They are utterly nonchalant about exposing their theories to others. They spe-

ak of Mutants as if they were a believable hypothesis. They trace their origins back to humans with 

a moderate amount of certainty.
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FERMI
ARCHETYPE: The touchy perfectionist

Block: Bissotwo

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Progress

Level: Supervisor

Classification: Logistical

Club: Donkey

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Do you think that Marilyn is the only mind that can match up to yours? Do you want to replace the 

dysfunctional cogs of your Unit? What is the Bunker’s greatest imperfection? Do you really believe 

a friendless person could become President? What are you willing to do to impose your view of the 

world?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Impeccable

Report: The Citizen shines for their sheer insight on their role. One would suspect a special af-

finity between their mind and that of the electronic brain, Marilyn, such is Fermi’s ability to 

coordinate Logistical Operators around the screens. It would be inappropriate to speak of a great 

team spirit, rather the Unit is a forced coexistence of talented but difficult personalities, and 

the Citizen manages to lead them by example, pure and simple. By being constantly perfect, the best 

at what they do.

Associated behavior: The Citizen demands perfection, from themselves and from others. They never 

raise their voice, preferring to correct mistakes by themselves and show how to avoid them in the 

future.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Compulsive

Report: The Citizen is never satisfied. On the job and in private, they can be exasperating with 

their demands to always do things in the best possible way. Their way. They do not seem capable of 

distinguishing between important tasks and small, trivial parts of daily life. This behavior has 

made them unlikable in the eyes of some Citizens and keeps everyone else at a distance, as if no-

body could be a match for them. Fermi has long been courted by the Donkey Club and in the end they 

have decided to enter politics, with the declared goal of increasing the bunker’s efficiency throu-

gh a higher level of automatization. To them, nobody is better than Marilyn.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is obsessed by order and efficiency. They cannot stand to be tou-

ched, or to find their station altered in any way. They would entrust Bunker 101 entirely to Ma-

rilyn, if only it was up to them.
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FIBONACCI
ARCHETYPE: The ambitious troublemaker

Block: Terrathree

Gender: Male

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage, Union, Inebriation

Ties: Union with Einstein

Department: Progress

Level: Operator

Classification: Logistical

Club: Sport

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you show everyone what you’re really made of? Will you make Secretary of Progress Volta notice 

you? Will you show your wife that you’re a real man, although she’s Supervisor and you’re not? Will 

you confront Tracy? Will you gain a better rank on the Schneider Scale?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Enterprising

Report: The Citizen is an industrious worker with a great sense of initiative and has recently been 

commended by Secretary of Progress Volta for detecting a potential radioactive threat which had 

been overlooked by his colleague Oppenheimer, who has been reprimanded for the grave oversight. 

Citizen Fibonacci’s resourcefulness has won him an Inebriation Permit.

Associated behavior: The Citizen constantly works to better life inside Bunker 101, particularly by 

trying to protect its denizens by the dangers of radiation.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Overbearing

Report: The Citizen shows a clear tendency towards prevarication and hubris, manifested through 

frequent verbal altercations and fights. He was recently reprimanded by Citizen Tracy following one 

such instance of intemperate behavior. Citizen Fibonacci had been verbally attacking Citizen Kea-

ton, deriding them for their “freakish relationship” to the other sex, indicating a lack of desire 

for companionship. Tracy defended Keaton and provoked Citizen Fibonacci, who had to be held down by 

three people while he assured Tracy he would “make her pay!”.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is often guilty of bullying the meekest, weakest denizens of the 

bunker.
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FITZGERALD
ARCHETYPE: The absent-minded scholar

Block: Pentafive

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Memory

Level: Operator

Classification: Archivist

Club: Decency

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you earn Picasso’s forgiveness for your awful mistake? Is there some way to pass on the me-

mory of the Cavernauts, now that those tapes are gone? Will you ever learn to moderate your burning 

desire to help? Are you an example of elegance for the Dancing Club? Are you willing to do anything 

for a discovery that may redeem you in the eyes of the Memory Department?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Keen

Report: The Citizen is unparalleled in their enthusiasm for archiving the history that predates the 

bunker, and in general for all the tasks assigned to them by the Memory Department. They have gre-

atly reduced their colleagues’ workload by volunteering to handle Club management and coordination 

in the first person, earning the respect of the Decency Club for their willingness to help: after 

entering the Club, they meticulously studied all archived documents relative to pre-Bunker fashion 

and style, so as to better counsel their peers.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is an enthusiastic worker, always ready to do all they can in or-

der to assist their colleagues. Their priority is Club management, since they have volunteered to 

take charge of it, and they try to handle it to the best of their possibilities.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Forgetful

Report: The Citizen needs close observation on the part of their Supervisor, because they tend to 

commit mistakes due to distraction or exhaustion for an excess of work. The “Adventures of the Ca-

vernauts” incident is an emblematic example: during a routine inventory operation which continued 

late into the night, the Citizen confused the five tapes containing the educational radio dra-

ma written and performed by Citizen Picasso with recycling material. The mistake was not detected 

by their colleagues, who had gone back to their Blocks for the night at Fitzgerald’s well-meaning 

insistence, and the only existing recordings of the radio drama were overwritten over the next few 

days, causing the loss of this brilliant example of radio entertainment. Citizen Fitzgerald was 

mortified by the incident, but keeps undertaking an excessive amount of work.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is unable to correctly assess their current workload, and tends to 

take charge of new tasks regardless of their realistic ability to handle them.
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GABLE
ARCHETYPE: The prophet of leisure

Block: Terrathree

Gender: Male

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: Suffrage, Inebriation

Ties: 

Department: Ecosystem

Level: Operator

Classification: Biological

Club: Donkey

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you fight to become the most prominent member of the Donkey Club? Will you convince the bun-

ker’s Citizens to entrust more and more work to Marilyn so that you can all kick back and enjoy 

life? Will you put a stop to Owens’s pedantic nagging? Will you have fun courting the prettiest 

girls in Bunker 101? Will you get back at Nagurski for being so irritating?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Genuine

Report: The Citizen had been previously reported as a slacker, but after joining the Donkey Club 

he seems to have turned his weakness into the cornerstone of his political stance: Citizen Gable is 

indeed a fervent supporter of Marilyn, as a greater “responsabilization” of the electronic brain 

would guarantee Citizens of Bunker 101 more free time to devote to their hobbies and loved ones. 

The members of Club Donkey reminisce with a mix of disconcert and trepidation about the rhetoric 

battles between Gable and Citizen Owens, an Intelligence Operator who could be said to be his poli-

tical rival within the party.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is passionate about spreading his view, according to which “Ma-

rilyn should be the one who slaves away while we enjoy the good life of the bunker”.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Harrasser

Report: Some female Citizens of Bunker 101 have reported Citizen Gable for his inappropriate beha-

vior. The main complaint was that Citizen Gable finds it particularly satisfying to bother the 

fittest, prettiest girls attending a Dance with leering, seductive compliments. When questioned by 

Educational Operators, the Citizen showed surprise at the notion, saying they were irreprehensible, 

and only looking for their one true love among Citizens who haven’t yet requested a Union Permit. 

For the sake of completeness, an unfortunate incident involving Citizen Nagurski: the latter step-

ped in to defend her sister, Citizen Swahn, who had been the victim of Gable’s unwanted romantic 

advances.

Associated behavior: The Citizen tends to have fun courting young women, and his advances oftent 

teeter on the verge of scandalous for a respectable bachelor of the Bunker. Gable couldn’t care 

less about social norms.
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GARBO
ARCHETYPE: The self-sacrificing orphan

Block: Terrathree

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: Sibling of Junior Lautrec

Department: Ecosystem

Level: Operator

Classification: Biological

Club: Sport

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you erase the memory of your father’s Exile? Will you make Olsen and Faraday stop spreading 

lies about the Daisy pills? Will you shoulder all the burdens nobody else can bear? Do you regret 

volunteering for Darwin’s harmful experiments?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Wlling to sacrifice

Report: The Citizen did not shed a tear when they said their last goodbye to their father, Citi-

zen Lautrec, soon before he was sentenced to Exile and led to Area 1K by Supervisor Ewry. Everyo-

ne knows Lautrec left the Chemical laboratory moments before a devastating fire erupted, great-

ly slowing the progress on the production of the Daisy+ pill. The accusations of treason issued 

against Lautrec were put in doubt by many Citizens, one of which was Olsen, but the expeditous 

investigation conducted by the Security Department ruled otherwise. Ever since that day, Citizen 

Garbo devoted every fiber of their being to erasing the memory of their father and becoming the 

support of the entirety of Bunker 101.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is devoted to personal sacrifice and they firmly believe they can 

make Bunker 101 a better place. They often volunteer to shoulder burdens others find unbearable.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Obsessive

Report: The Citizen was traumatized by the accusations of treason issued against their father Lau-

trec. Garbo disawovs any mention of him and cannot stand people like Olsen or Faraday, who propose 

that Daisy and Daisy+ pills are a menace to the health of all Citizens. As a way to atone for their 

father’s sins they have volunteered to subject themselves to a prolonged dosing regimen of experi-

mental pills in Citizen Darwin’s laboratory.

Associated behavior: The Citizen does not hide their sacrifice in the name of research on Dai-

sy pills, as if it was the only way to distance themselves from their father’s betrayal. They do, 

however, do their best to hide any symptoms of the experimentation.
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GOYA
ARCHETYPE: The frivolous busybody

Block: Quadrofour

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Memory

Level: Operator

Classification: Chronicler

Club: Dancing

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you convince Lacoste to give Puskas a child? Will you find a companion for the most extra-

vagant and lonely souls of Bunker 101? Will you feed the raciest rumors and discover the sauciest 

secrets of your fellow Citizens? Will you manage to hide your insufferance towards those who treat 

everything like a great tragedy?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Systematic

Report: The Citizen is both diligent and punctual, a valid counterpoint to a Department known for 

the abstraction and impulsivity of its members. Citizen Goya’ precision was able to mix business 

with pleasure: during work hours they work on Society Chronicle and in their leisure time they are 

member of the Dancing Club. It is worthy to dwell on the exemplary care with which Citizen Goya 

approached the search for the best possible mate to Citizen Puskas. The choice fell on Citizen 

Lacoste and ensured the two members of Block Unaone entered a profitable union. But the efforts of 

Citizen Goya did not end there: ever since the Union was ratified, they have been diligently fol-

lowing Citizen Lacoste, who seems inexplicably unwilling to birth a child for Bunker 101. With fre-

quent conversations and motivational speeches, Goya works day and night to try and persuade Citizen 

Lacoste to finally make use of the Birth License she was awarded for saving Citizen Hepburn and 

specimen Ginger.

Associated behavior: The Citizen endeavors with systematic and persistent precision to form solid 

and prolific couples among the still-lonely Citizens of Bunker 101.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Vapid

Report: In their activities as a Chronicler Operator, the Citizen tends to give too much weight to 

gossip and hearsay, at the expense of other topics. The Welfare Department has also been informed 

of an unfortunate squabble that ensued between Goya and Citizen Picasso because of the latter’s 

unique zeal in preserving all manner of testimony, even the most trivial. Citizen Goya was about to 

commit a grave mistake and erase material of great testimonial value, and was stopped by Picasso. 

After reacting with bored condescension to their colleague’s recriminations, Goya derided them and 

told them not to worry so much about trivialities, causing them to leave the scene in a rage.

Associated behavior: The Citizen constantly devotes their time to idle gossip and finds it hard to 

face more serious topics with maturity and politeness. When the cirumstances force them to, they 

appear to be devoid of tact and sensibility.
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GRANT
ARCHETYPE: The current President of the bunker

Block: Bissotwo

Gender: Female

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Welfare

Level: Supervisor

Classification: Educational

Club: Elephant

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you do anything to keep Bunker 101 and its Citizens safe? Will you convince the Elephant Club 

to choose you as their candidate for the next elections? And if you end up staying in the Council 

as Outgoing President, will you support your successor? Even if they happen to be part of a diffe-

rent Club? In case of emergency, do you think you’ll have the strength to make difficult choices? 

What mark will you impress upon history?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Intuitive

Report: The Citizen has been shown to possess a sixth sense that allows her to quickly assess both 

people and situations. She is not simply famous for being born under a lucky star, she is able to 

look at a problem under many different lights and to propose multiple solutions. As President, she 

dared to bring to completion the project of the extra-bunker Great Journey, which her predecessors 

had always put off, discouraged by the astonishing risks of the expedition. President Grant is more 

content with leading the Council of Synergy through her brilliance, rather than leverage on the 

authority the community assigned her.

Associated behavior: The Citizen attributes great importance to gut feelings. She has an inexhau-

stible wealth of solutions for any problem. She can be very persuasive. She wants to always get the 

last word.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Insecure

Report: Precisely because she knows there are multiple solutions to every problem, the Citizen 

always fears she will fail to see them all and miss the best possible one. When intuition does not 

guide her choices, she wants to carefully weigh the pros and cons of every option, trusting the 

different fields of expertise of her Secretaries or any specialist in the matter of discussion. She 

is grateful to Duncanists, who were important to her election, but she cares about the opinions of 

all sides and would like to make everyone happy. She sometimes doubts she is worthy of her role.

Associated behavior: The Citizen always wants a second opinion. She sometimes has difficulties ta-

king a hard stance. She occasionally wants to have her cake, and eat it too.
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GREZAR
ARCHETYPE: The irreplaceable expert

Block: Unaone

Gender: Unisex

Age: 40+

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage, Inebriation

Ties: 

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Exploration

Club: Elephant

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

You’ve waited for the Great Journey all your life: are you really up to the task? Do you believe 

there’s nobody tougher than you in this bunker? Do you want to prove that age is the dumbest way to 

determine a person’s worth? Do you feel a debt of gratitude towards Citizen Eisenhower?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Nerves of steel

Report: The Citizen has registered many record-breaking performances during their physical training 

in youth. They were not upset by the repeated postponing of the Great Journey, and instead kept 

training, coaching young Exploration Operators day after day. Together with Citizen Eyser, to whom 

they claim to be bound by a brotherly friendship, they have always been a pillar of the Extra-bun-

ker exploration operation. And a pillar of the community, with their political engagement in the 

Elephant Club, where their presence is considered essential.

Associated behavior: The Citizen prefers facts to words. They never give in to their temper. They 

know they are the best, without needing to shove it in people’s faces.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

In denial about their age

Report: The Citizen, having reached 40 years of age, sees the normal reduction of their rights as 

an injustice. They have petitioned with the Elephant Club for the party to take a bold stance and 

increase the age of reduction, although their only supporter is Citizen Brando. They have been 

caught taking unauthorized doses of Daisy+ pills, outside Exploration simulations, to compenate for 

the reduction of Daisy dosage due to their age. When called to testify against Therapeutic Operator 

Eisenhower, declared guilty of this illegal trafficking, They refused to cooperate, only answering 

with thunderous silence.

Associated behavior: The Citizen shows gratitude towards Citizen Eisenhower. They act as a point of 

reference to Citizens past 40 years of age and are unhappy with the current health care for their 

category. They never miss a chance to propagandize on the matter with other people. As a side ef-

fect of the excessive dosage of Daisy+, they occasionally suffer from splitting headaches that lead 

to spasms and convulsions.
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HEMINGWAY
ARCHETYPE: The current Secretary of Memory

Block: Quadrofour

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Memory

Level: Supervisor

Classification: Archival

Club: Tailor

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you do all you can to prove the Memory Department is vital to the bunker? Do you believe cha-

risma and pretty words can win over everything? Will you live up to the myth of courage you keep 

celebrating, once you’re in a real emergency? Is there someone who can leave you in awe?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Combative

Report: The Citizen is determined to prove the importance of the Department of Memory, sometimes 

unfairly considered a “whim of the Founder”, only made possible by the overpopulation caused by the 

unexpected arrival of our Pentafive forefathers. They carry the burden of voicing Chronicler and 

Archival Operators through passionate speeches, far from the “bookworm” stereotype often associated 

with them. They don’t let neither the Council of Synergy, nor their own Department, walk over them, 

and they coordinate their Supervisors and Operators like a war general.

Associated behavior: The Citizen speaks in a thunderous voice to celebrate the strength and impor-

tance of words through their own example. They are a leader capable of listening and inspiring. 

They have no fear of standing up to the President herself.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Over the top

Report: The Citizen seems to think of themselves as a symbol for the ability to communicate and 

make good journalism, more than one of the many useful cogs in the mechanism of the community. They 

openly condemn meekness, reservation and deserved rest, pushing their subordinates to challenge 

their limits to the point of recklessness. They abhor compromises, easy way out and everything that 

is not “taking the bull by its horns”. As a Duncanist, they are positive that the Founder paved the 

way and that people can aspire to live up to Him. They understand that limitations to the freedom 

of press are necessary, but sometimes they seem torn on the matter.

Associated behavior: The Citizen thinks highly of themselves. They often compare themselves to the 

Founder. They push those who surround them towards their ideal of courage, with little thought to 

the consequences.
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HEPBURN
ARCHETYPE: The grand, humble poet

Block: Terrathree

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Ecosystem

Level: Operator

Classification: Biological

Club: Donkey

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you find the courage to tell Puskas he doesn’t deserve a woman like Lacoste? Will you make 

yourself useful to those who truly need it? Will you make Patton see that you’re truly unhappy with 

your job? Will you dare introduce yourself to Kerouac and show them your poems? Will you finally 

realize that you have great talent?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Grateful

Report: The Citizen has always set themselves apart by the kindness with which they treat their 

fellow man, as well as the affection they hold for those who were good to them, one way or the 

other. A noteworthy example is the immense gratitude Hepburn shows towards the famous heroine of 

the bunker, Citizen Lacoste. During a fire in the Ginger laboratory, Lacoste saved Hepburn’s life 

as well as the specimen’s, thus earning their eternal gratitude. The Citizen reported serious re-

spiratory damage because of the accident, but they do not spend a day without lavishing Citizen 

Lacoste with praise, at the cost of earning the ill-will of their savior’s authoritative husband, 

Citizen Puskas.

Associated behavior: The Citizen manifests their gratitude to their savior Lacoste by trying to 

make themselves useful day after day, helping anyone who needs a hand or a kind word. Their lungs 

still suffer from the accident, leading to occasional coughing fits.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Distracted

Report: In spite of frequent warnings, the Citizen often has their mind elsewhere during work 

hours. They frequently fail to pay attention to what they’re told, and are generally not focused 

on their current task. After being questioned by Educational Operator Patton during an emotional 

calibration session, Citizen Hepburn confessed to being unhappy about their Assignment and wishing 

to become an Archival Operator. When asked why, they replied: “In the Memory museum I read that one 

ought, every day at least, to hear a little song, read a good poem, see a fine picture, and, if it 

were possible, to speak a few reasonable words”. Citizen Hepburn has also admitted to often being 

distracted because they are busy composing short poems that they would love- to quote- “to have the 

guts to show to the great artist, Archival Operator Kerouac”.

Associated behavior: The Citizen frequently has their head in the clouds: they sometimes lose track 

of their surroundings, find a secluded spot and put on paper poetic verses of their own invention.
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HITCHCOCK
ARCHETYPE: The master of pranks

Block: Quadrofour

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Ecosystem

Level: Operator

Classification: Biological

Club: Tailor

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Do you believe Duncanism, art and history to be important and too often ignored? Do you think that 

even frivolous matters like Bounce! or dancing deserve your attention? Will you entertain a nice 

conversation with a Secretary, or even the President herself? Will you come up with a memorable 

prank and get everyone’s attention?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Solemn

Report: The Citizen has a distinguished air and courteous manners that belie their humble origins. 

They encourage their colleagues to discuss loftier topics and their Tailor Club activities have 

contributed to giving them a certain philosophical depth. They often claim that dirty hands do not 

call for a lazy mind and often seek the company of more learned Citizens, being set on learning new 

things. They attend Memory Department events as often as they can, but they also try to never miss 

a Bounce! match. They aspire to become a true polymath.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is as ready to learn as they are to teach. They move with slow 

elegance. They love entertaining lofty conversations. They find great satisfaction in being able to 

explain something to someone.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Irreverent

Report: In spite of their impeccable manners, the Citizen has a foolish fixation on playing pranks. 

They have more than once been reported for disturbing the sleep of the entire Block Quadrofour, for 

drawing a face on the Bounce! ball or for other similar stunts. They are not motivated by anything 

comprehensible, such as rivalry or resentment towards someone in particular, they simply find chil-

dish entertainment in flamboyant, silly tomfoolery. They especially revel in making their exploits 

public and do not seem to fear any consequence.

Associated behavior: The Citizen loves pulling elaborate pranks. They are always looking for accom-

plices. They are tremendously amused by the public results of these stunts, abandoning all dignity 

to laugh at the outcome.
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HOLIDAY
ARCHETYPE: The radiation-poisoned wife

Block: Unaone

Gender: Female

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage, Union

Ties: Union with Monroe

Department: Ecosystem

Level: Operator

Classification: Ecological

Club: Mastiff

Political stance: Mastiff

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you keep yourself busy to avoid thinking about your impending death? Is this why you want 

to become Supervisor? What place does faith have in your life? Do you really think you can change 

things through politics and Mastiffs? Are you afraid your husband will do something stupid after 

you die?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Wilful

Report: The Citizen is a natural leader, guiding others through example. She never holds back and 

knows how to make her voice heard without oppressing others. Much beloved by Ecological Operators, 

she is particularly close to Citizen Ellington: they grew up together in Block Pentafive, befo-

re Holiday moved to Block Unaone following her surprising marriage to Citizen Monroe. In spite of 

everything, she is able to joke with her Therapeutic Operator, Eisenhower, even now that her health 

is rapidly declining: she laments a sharp increase in spasms and splitting headhaches.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is able to hold her ground. She keeps the promises she makes, and 

she often undertakes new tasks. She faces adversity with strength. She frequently suffers from spa-

sms, convulsions, and splitting headaches.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Resentful

Report: The Citizen suffers from a grave form of radiation poisoning and only has a few months left 

to live. She is positive her contamination is due to her radioactive waste disposal activities, 

and instead of finding dignity in resignation, she has taken it upon herself to change the state of 

things. This has polarized her political stance and soured her relationship with the Citizen she 

sees as “privileged”. The only exception appears to be her husband, Biological Supervisor Monroe, 

with whom she shares a deep affection.

Associated behavior: The Citizen feels she has nothing to lose. She resents authorities and uses 

work hours to spread propaganda. She has ceased all attempts at integration within Block Unaone, 

and favors the company of Pentafives.
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JACOVACCI
ARCHETYPE: The ruthless conservative

Block: Unaone

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Exploration

Club: Dancing

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you do everything in your power to stop people of different Blocks from compromising the 

healthy traditions and righful balance of Bunker 101 by intermarrying? Are you sure Owens really 

has set his feelings aside and stopped seeing Tracy? Will you keep the rabble from other Blocks in 

their places? Will you manage to hide the morbid pleasure you feel when you witness the suffering 

of the weak? Will you make Spooner feel guilty? Will you keep Gailey from participating to an Ex-

tra-bunker mission?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Traditionalist

Report: The Citizen is a paragon of morality and respectability for all citizens of Bunker 101, 

and particularly for Block Unaone. Jacovacci’s respect towards the healthy habits of the past and 

their hostility towards disorder and anarchy are worthy of commendation. Their steadfast refusal to 

allow mixed marriages between members of different Blocks where the proposed Union would have been 

inappropriate has helped dissuade a number of unproductive relationships. An emblematic case is the 

Union requested by Citizen Owens Unaone and Citizen Tracy, a riotous, untameable spirit from Block 

Pentafive. Citizen Jacovacci petitioned with the Council of Synergy to have the Permit refused. 

Citizen Owens seems to have accepted this decision with grace.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is openly hostile to all forms of flirting and Unions between 

members of different Blocks. They also see themselves as an example of moderation and good manners, 

and are ready to chastise and denounce antisocial, inappropriate behavior.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Cruel

Report: The Citizen has never made a mystery of their harshness when it comes to limiting antiso-

cial and subversive behavior in other denizens of Bunker 101. However, their complete insensitivity 

to other people’s plights has been cause for worry. Some claim that Citizen Jacovacci takes plea-

sure in crushing others. An example would be their criticism on the reliability of their colleague 

Spooner, guilty of accidentally killing Citizen Weissmuller and her child. Another, their malicious 

comments on the fact that Strickland could very well spend more time at work, since his wife and 

daughter are no longer waiting for him in his Block. Jacovacci is also adamant that Citizen Gailey 

Terrathree does not gave what it takes to participate in an Extra-bunker mission. To quote, they 

consider Gailey a “spiteful, envious rebel”.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is cynical and often criticizes the frailty of their peers, taking 

pleasure in their suffering and humiliation.
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JEFFERSON
ARCHETYPE: The optimist at all costs

Block: Bissotwo

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Welfare

Level: Operator

Classification: Educational

Club: Donkey

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you safeguard the positive mindset of the bunker’s Citizens? Will you isolate and micromana-

ge pessimistic and brooding subjects? Will you have depressed Truman relieved of their duties as 

Therapeutic Supervisor for the good of the bunker? Will you run for President to show everyone that 

optimism and trust in Marilyn are the key to a shining future?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Positive

Report: The Citizen sees great therapeutic potential in a positive, optimistic disposition. They 

have repeatedly shown how sadness, disquiet and an excessively pensive mood can be an insidious 

danger to the life of Bunker 101. More than once, Citizen Jefferson has worked to safeguard the 

psychological wellbeing of other Citizens by swiftly reporting worrying cases. An example would be 

Therapeutic Supervisor Truman, whose negative shift in mood was promptly and efficiently diagnosed 

by Jefferson themselves. Another is Citizen Byron, now under watch because of their occasionally 

morbid intellectual and spiritual inclinations as well as Citizen Darwin with their nervous break-

down.

Associated behavior: The Citizen keeps a vigilant eye on the behaviors they deem insidious: solitu-

de, sadness and melancholy can be dangerous afflictions inside Bunker 101, so they must be diagno-

sed and treated with efficiency.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Manic

Report: The Citizen is obsessed by the possibility that someone may let discontent overwhelm them, 

or worse, push them to hurt themselves. Positivity and constant exuberance at all costs are of vi-

tal importance to Jefferson, as has clearly emerged on more than one occasion. Jefferson was re-

cently involved in a verbal altercation with Citizen DiMaggio because of the former’s insistence on 

asking the latter why they felt so sad, to the point of causing anger.

Associated behavior: The Citizen cannot stand those who manifest an excessively melanchonic or pen-

sive disposition and lashes out against those behaviors with exaggerated vehemence.
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JOYCE
ARCHETYPE: The brilliant, invisible sidekick

Block: Quadrofour

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Memory

Level: Operator

Classification: Archival

Club: Decency

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you confess your deep, honest affection to your unseparable friend Kerouac? Will you always 

stay by their side? Will you form a closer friendship with Nabokov? Will you learn to speak in a 

firmer voice to show everyone the universe hidden under your skin? Are you willing to do anything 

to gain public esteem and approval?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Visionary

Report: The Citizen has an extremely developed abstract mind, trained to reflect on great ethical 

and moral questions. The most refined studies and research of the Memory Department are often a 

result of a proposal timidly brought forth by Citizen Joyce, a meek but brilliant Duncanist, too 

intent on chasing the greatness of the past to lose themselves in the chatter of those who want to 

hoard all merits. Their profound sensibility has emerged splendidly during an interview released by 

Chronicler Operator Nabokov, with whom Citizen Joyce later established a cordial friendship.

Associated behavior: The Citizen prefers to speak to a few people at a time, or better yet eye-to-

eye. When the conversation becomes private and intimate, they are able to manifest the complexity 

of their inner thoughts.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Timid

Report: The Citizen is incapable of manifesting their wishes and appears to most as a mere cohort 

of the more charismatic and self-referential Kerouac, an inseparable friend and colleague to Citi-

zen Joyce. The latter feels a strong bond of friendship towards Citizen Kerouac, and although they 

are unsure of whether this bond is mutual, they dare not inquire on the matter. They seem content 

with following in Kerouac’s footsteps without voicing their own brilliant ideas.

Associated behavior: The company of Kerouac is a terrible influence on Citizen Joyce: in the 

other’s presence they find it impossible to express their own ideas, in fear of contradicting their 

friends. In general, Joyce has difficulties in expressing themselves before large groups of people 

discussing animatedly.
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KAHN
ARCHETYPE: The enlightened leader

Block: Quadrofour

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: Tutor to Chaplin

Department: Welfare

Level: Operator

Classification: Therapeutic

Club: Tailor

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you persuade Chaplin that their behavior is wrongful and dangerous to the entire community? 

Will you detect more antisocial subjects and report them to Educational Operators? Will you volun-

teer to follow them as a Tutor? Will you lash out against those who worship unworthy, antisocial 

old cults? Will you expose Nabokov’s treachery?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Inspiring

Report: The Citizen is a positive and proactive guide for the Duncanist community, and the center 

of many virtuous and constructive social relationships with the people of Bunker 101. Their volun-

tary efforts to Tutor multiple cases of antisocial behavior over the years has been a great relief 

to the community. Their current pupil is Citizen Chaplin, who is following a reeducation path be-

cause of their attempts at seduction of many honest, already-married Citizens of the bunker. In the 

same way Citizen Garrincha has found a place for themselves at Kahn’s side.

Associated behavior: The Citizen seeks to approach so-called lost lambs and guide them towards 

worship of the Founder, and never misses a chance to inspire the Citizens of Bunker 101 with their 

magnanimous words.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Fanatic

Report: The Citizen legitimately believes that no religions other than Duncanism should have a 

place in Bunker 101. However, they seem to lash out with excessive fervor at Citizens who manifest 

antisocial behavior tied to wrongful spiritual practices, such as Citizen Nabokov. This deep worry 

for the spiritual integrity of Bunker 101, although appreciated, is in danger of lapsing into over-

reach, as Citizen Kahn often inappropriately steps into the territory of Educational Operators.

Associated behavior: The Citizen watches out for illegitimate and unwarranted forms of worship, and 

frequently polemicizes on the dangers of deviant faith, contrary to the will of Founder Duncan.
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KEATON
ARCHETYPE: The rebel in love

Block: Terrathree

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: -

Ties: Tutored by Garibaldi.

Department: Ecosystem

Level: Operator

Classification: Biological

Club: Decency

Political stance: Mastiff

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you choose to be yourself or will you try to appease the system with a Union of convenience? 

Will you be able to stand Fibonacci’s bullying for much longer? Will you find the right moment to 

open your heart to Tracy and tell her your secret? Will you hold back the rage and frustration you 

feel towards those that would change you? Will you follow the teaching of your Tutor Richelieu? 

Will you withstand their presence?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Patient

Report: The Citizen has a meek, indulgent nature. In spite of other Citizens’ frequent harrassment, 

Keaton stays placid and would rather wait for the situation to deescalate than react to their per-

secutors’ provocations and ridicule. The calm with which they react to Citizen Fibonacci’s frequent 

prevarications is especially appreciated. Not long ago, this mildness was repaid by fiery Citizen 

Tracy, who stepped in to defend Keaton from said harrassment.

Associated behavior: The Citizen has a mild disposition and avoids open conflict. They would rather 

withstand insults and criticisms than react.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Sexually deviant

Report: The Citizen has never shown any interest in the perspective of requesting a Union Permit to 

another Citizen of Bunker 101. Recently, However, Therapeutic Operators  noticed the unusual beha-

vior exhibited by Citizen Keaton towards people of their same sex. Although repeatedly summoned by 

Educational Operators, Keaton has never spoken a single word about their sexual inclinations and 

liaisons. When finally questioned by Educational Operator Richelieu, the Citizen first reacted with 

anger, by striking the table with their fist. Then they immediately calmed down and coldly answe-

red: “What you’re all really afraid of is being homosexual yourselves”. Following this incident, 

Citizen Keaton was demoted to Red on the Schneider Scale. Their Tutor, Citizen Richelieu, is trying 

to persuade them that if they were to find a partner of the other sex to Unite with,

their position on the Scale would certainly be reconsidered.

Associated behavior: The Citizen tries to hide their interest and desire for companionship with 

people of the same sex, but this inclination occasionally shows through their behavior. For this 

reason, they have been suggested to seek a partner of the other sex and Unite in marriage.
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KEROUAC
ARCHETYPE: The combiner of poetic fragments

Block: Quadrofour

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: Suffragio

Ties: 

Department: Memory

Level: Operator

Classification: Archival

Club: Decency

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Are you willing to do anything to leave a mark in the history of what humanity survived the nuclear 

disaster? Will you get close to Secretary of Welfare Sherman to show her your unconditional sup-

port? Will you find an audience worthy of listening to your pieces? Will you find this mysterious 

“rival” of yours, the best poet in Bunker 101? Will you hold back your fury towards your detrac-

tors?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Creative

Report: The Citizen is passionate about deepening the bunker’s knowledge about literary production 

before the global thermonuclear conflict. They have an innate gift for poetry, for its sounds and 

meanings, and in more than one occasion have shown their skill in reconstructing ancient poems from 

disparate, incoherent fragments. During Decency Club meetings and Dance parties, they have been 

repeatedly been asked to publicly read their poetic reconstructions. Their activities earned the 

praise and sincere approval of Citizen Sherman, the current Secretary of Welfare, who once commen-

ted: “We must thank Citizen Kerouac for showing us that true wellness can only be found by chasing 

the roots of our fathers.”

Associated behavior: The Citizen is constantly looking for a chance to present their works to the 

people of the bunker, to enlighten them to the almost-entirely-lost beauty of the poetic word.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Narcissistic

Report: The Citizen has an extremely high opinion of themselves and their own poetic works, and 

their only interest when pursuing personal relationship seems to be their own feelings. They seek 

the company of people like their inseparable friend and colleague Joyce, who seems to adore them, 

and grow agitated if not outright furious when faced with those that criticize their art. During 

a public reading, they showered Citizen Kafka with scathing insults after the latter told them- to 

quote- to “get off that high horse, since you’re not even the best poet of Bunker 101”.

Associated behavior: The Citizen surrounds themselves with praise, always tries to remain in the 

limelight and seems hypersensitive to any insult, real or imagined.
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LACOSTE
ARCHETYPE: The tragic heroine of Bunker 101

Block: Unaone

Gender: Female

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: Suffrage, Union, Birth

Ties: Union with Puskas. Unused Birth Permit.

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Explorer

Club: Elephant

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you risk your own life for the good of others? Will you be among the first to set foot outsi-

de Bunker 101? Will you chase after your lost love? Will you finally decide to act respectable and 

give Bunker 101 a new child  ? Will you manage to hide your spite from Puskas? Will you get rid of 

foolish Citizen Goya and their nagging?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Intrepid

Report: The Citizen is a beacon of courage, and each day she bravely faces not only hard training, 

but the most delicate of simulations to calibrate the effectiveness of anti-radiation suits and 

Daisy+ pills. One significant episode is worthy of particular note: during a fire in the Ginger la-

boratory, Citizen Lacoste willingly braved the flames to save both Biological Operator Hepburn and 

the Ginger specimen, putting her own life in danger. Lacoste has been lauded by many as a Heroine 

and awarded a Birth Permit by the Council of Synergy.

Associated behavior: If necessary, the Citizen will always be willing to volunteer for dangerous 

missions, and to save lives during emergencies.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Stubborn

Report: The Citizen was united in wedding to Citizen Puskas, from her own Block, with the appro-

val of their respective and now defunct parents, as well as the praise of the Dancing Club. Citi-

zen Goya, in particular, has worked long and hard for the couple’s happiness. However, while still 

maintaining a respectable front as expected from the Heroine of the Bunker, Citizen Lacoste is 

determined to wallow in the thought of the illegitimate, unproductive love that bound her to a Ci-

tizen from another Block. Although the Union with Citizen Puskas has already been ratified, Lacoste 

keeps stubbornly repeating that her partner is not to her liking and that she will remain faithful 

to her lost love. She refuses to name this mysterious third party. Furthermore, Citizen Puskas re-

ports that Lacoste keeps finding excuses not to undertake the path to the conception of a new life, 

in spite of the Birth Permit issued to her by the Council.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is cold towars her partner, categorically refusing to conceive a 

child as would be expected after receiving a Birth Permit. She generally acts independent and emo-

tionally distant.
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LAUTREC JR
ARCHETYPE: The brilliant little orphan

Block: Terrathree

Gender: Female

Age: Junior

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: 

Ties: Sibling of Garbo

Department: 

Level: 

Classification: 

Club: 

Political stance: 

Religious stance: 

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you always keep your positivity towards the future of the Bunker and your own? Why aren’t you 

able to accept the pain you hide behind your energy and brilliant mind? Will you realise how much 

they took away from you and your sibling Garbo by executing your parent Lautrec? How close do you 

want to stay to Citizen Keaton and what does she mean to you? Will you keep enjoying this little 

game of observing people and reporting back to the Educational Operators?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Fine observer

Report: TThe Junior Citizen is an extremely fine observer. Every behaviour, word, glance means 

something for her. She is extremely attentive and have a brilliant mind. Notwithstanding her young 

age, the Educational Operators are particularly satisfied by her performance at cognitive as well 

as social level. She has a troubled past, since she is the young daughter of the departed Citizen 

Lautrec, enemy of the Bunker who has been sentenced to death and accompanied out of the Bunker by 

Citizen Ewry, Intelligence Supervisor. Similarly to her brother, Citizen Garbo, she seems to have 

learned what is the best for the Bunker: she is very active and often spends time with the Educa-

tional Operators, looking at their routine and sometimes even willingly helping them out to monitor 

the correct behaviours of the other citizens of the Bunker.

Associated behavior: Junior Lautrec is everywhere and knows a lot more than expected from such a 

young Citizen. She often accepts for amusement to watch over other Citizens and to report back to 

the Educational Operators.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Naive

Report: Notwithstanding the troubled past of the Junior Citizen Lautrec, we do not recognise the 

signs of disenchantement we would expect to see in an orphaned child. The Junior Citien is extre-

mely optimistic and seems to be unaware of the complexities of adulthood as well as of the risks 

involved with the life in the Bunker. She might have removed the emotional pain caused by the loss 

of the parent Lautrec or otherwise built an emotional barrier for self-protection. In any case, we 

look with impatience to her friendship with the childish Citizen Swahn, the daughter of Citizen 

Zatopek. We believe that Junior Citizen Lautrec is way more mature and capable than the troubled 

Citizen Swahn. However we do also notice with a certain interest the closeness between Junior Lau-

trec and Citizen Keaton. We have been scrutinizing very closely their relationship and noticed that 

Junior Lautrec sees the other citizen as a sort of menthor or a maternal figure. We will monitor 
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attentively their closeness in order to be sure that Citizen Keaton, being an antisocial, does not 

have detrimental infleunce over the younger mind.

Associated behavior: Junior Lautrec seems to be always very kind and optimistic. She searches for 

the company of the people she trusts, especially the brother Garbo, the friend Swahn and the men-

thor Keaton
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LINCOLN
ARCHETYPE: The indulgent teacher consumed by re-

sentment

Block: Pentafive

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: Suffrage, Inebriation

Ties: Spooner’s Tutor.

Department: Welfare

Level: Operator

Classification: Educational

Club: Decency

Political stance: Mastiff

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

So many antisocials are beyond redemption and keep hurting the honest Citizens of Bunker 101, will 

you do all in your power to punish them? Will you watch over Spooner so that their mistake does not 

drag them towards self-destruction? Will you be faithful to the memory of your lost love or will 

you turn over a new leaf? Will you make the Committee see that Disney is an egocentric, dangerous 

antisocial?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Magnanimous

Report: The Citizen has shown a great capacity for comprehension, goodwill and indulgence. Citizen 

Lincoln was struck by tragedy when their young consort, Citizen Weissmuller, died in an accident 

during a Security Department Exploration training session. The blame was placed on a then-unexpe-

rienced team mate, Citizen Spooner. In spite of their grief over the premature and tragic loss, 

Lincoln was not only able to forgive Spooner for their mistake, but also to follow them in their 

rehabilitation both as an Educational Operator and as a Tutor. At the end of the reeducation pe-

riod, the two Citizens had become good friends.

Associated behavior: The Citizen listens attentively to the motivations of Citizens who make mista-

kes in good faith. When it comes to handling antisocial cases, they always try to work with those 

who show remorse and contrition.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Rancorous

Report: In spite of their indulgent disposition and their clemency towards Citizen Spooner, as well 

as many other antisocial cases, Citizen Lincoln has more than once shown resentment towards “that 

damned clown, Disney”. This is apparently because Citizen Disney derided Citizen Lincoln’s work 

methods in front of the entire population of Bunker 101, as well as their care and determination 

in treating the most difficult cases of antisocial behavior. Lincoln generally despises anyone who 

does not follow the rehabilitation program and persists in their antisocial ways.

Associated behavior: The Citizen has been reported speaking harsh words about those who persevere 

in antisocial behavior, advocating for the possibility of recurring to Exile more often. They also 

verify through personal investigations that the work of their fellow Educators is done well, often 

incurring in the wrath of said colleagues.
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LOIK
ARCHETYPE: The dashing jock

Block: Bissotwo

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: Child to Earhart

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Intelligence

Club: Sport

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Do you want to discover what it is about you that your father loathes so much? Who could you marry 

to finally transfer to Block Unaone, to be with your friends and colleagues? Are you proud to be a 

Security Operator? Does your loyalty go first to the Secretary of Security and only second to the 

Council of Synergy?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Loyal

Report: The Citizen shouldered the blame for a two-hour loss of contact with a prove and received a 

negative evaluation because of it. The true guilty party later turned out to be Citizen Fangio, but 

Loik refused all forms of apology or compensation. “Intelligence Operators are a team. When one of 

us stumbles, we all do. This is how it should be.”

Associated behavior: The Citizen spends a lot of time with their colleagues, showing great team 

spirit, and is happy with a gregarious role. To them, their Unit is their family, and they will do 

all they can to keep it tight and functional.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Aggressive

Report: The Citizen has found a great stress release valve in Bounce!, and even gained victory in 

last year’s championship with Team Bissotwo. They were however reprimanded for a lack of sport-

smanship, which degenerated in heated arguments and injuries to their adversaries. Loik has always 

accepted disciplinary measures without complaining, but when they enter “the zone” they always seem 

dangerously close to losing control.

Associated behavior: The Citizen’s self-image is far too tied to that of the athlete, bringing them 

to be competitive even when it is completely unnecessary. They often make sure that their team 

mates, Citizens Garrincha and Carnera, keep in good shape. They often engage in goliardic, chaotic 

behavior.
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MAJORANA
ARCHETYPE: The broken heart

Block: Bissotwo

Gender: Male

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage, Inebriation

Ties: Son to Sherman and Olsen.

Department: Progress

Level: Operator

Classification: Logistical

Club: Dancing

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you fight to win over Nagurski’s heart? Do you feel your faith in the Founder is wavering? Are 

your parents too superficial to really understand you? Is the electronic brain Marilyn more human 

than many Citizens of Bunker 101? Why does Supervisor Ewry seem to hate you?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Spontaneous

Report: The Citizen is animated by a fresh, engaging spirit. When he stares into Marilyn’s scre-

ens he seems to look into the heart of a real person, and even when faced with the most repetitive 

tasks he seems to always infuse a spark of love for his work into every gesture. A model son to his 

parents Olsen and Sherman, he is looking for his place in the great family of Bunker 101 after a 

scathing rejection by Nagurski, daughter of the Secretary of Security.

Associated behavior: The Citizen positively relates with most of his Unit thanks to an innate abi-

lity to face the daily routine with grit and creativity.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Troubled

Report: The Citizen has reacted badly to Nagurski’s rejection of his engagement proposal. Overwhel-

med by rage he interrupted a Duncanist Celebration, rambling against the Mending of the Cut, becau-

se his heart “cannot be mended with needle and thread”. The only thing that seems to placate him is 

unrestrained, furious dancing. This kind of inappropriate behavior has garnered him special atten-

tion on the part of Supervisor Ewry, who seems to be particularly stern towards both the Citizen 

and his father, Olsen.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is progressively drifting from worship of the Founder, as they 

struggle to forget the romantic rejection by diving headfirst into the haze of the Dancing Club.
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MARCIANO
ARCHETYPE: The paranoid with a good reason

Block: Quadrofour

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: -

Ties: Tutored by Faraday.

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Intelligence

Club: Dancing

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you ever leave your trauma behind you? Are you worried to lose all the old friends that are 

about to undertake the Great Journey? Will you be able to make everyone else understand that what 

you see is real? Will you let Faraday help you spread the truth?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Vigilant

Report: In spite of their previous Assignment to Exploration, the Citizen has shown great affinity 

for radar monitoring: they do not seem to regret their Reassignment and have integrated well within 

the new team, all the while showing a keen interest in keeping up with the work of their former 

Exploration colleagues. In the latest calibration session, Marciano has reiterated their desire 

to protect the bunker “from whatever’s still lurking out thre”, in coherence with their previous 

engagement to Extra-bunker exploration. They have repeatedly mediated between the various Units of 

the Security Department, settling disputes caused by divergences in investigation methods, because 

their experience and dedication allow them to understand the need for both approaches.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is zealous in the fulfilment of their tasks, almost to the point 

of obsession. They insist with their colleagues in Exploration to know the results of their simula-

tions, in trying to keep an updated and comprehensive report on everything that concerns the outer 

areas of Bunker 101.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Delusional

Report: The Citizen has shown worrying symptoms ever since their return from the last experimental 

mission performed by Unit Pitcher several years ago. The only survivor because of their squadmates’ 

faulty anti-radiation suits, Marciano failed to report on the mission and immediately requested a 

Reassignment exam to become an Intelligence Operator, refusing to resume their duties in Explora-

tion. Ever since then they have been diligently monitoring the radars, but they often experience 

hallucinations they attribute to the “things that lurk in Area 1K”. Two years ago they were fore-

fully removed from a public showing of the five-episode radio drama “The Adventures of the Caver-

nauts” after trying to physically attack Citizen Picasso, the author of the piece. In the ensuing 

chaos, Citizen Marciano accused Picasso of being “one of them”. It seems the aggression started 

during a scene in which the titular Cavernauts came in contact with a pack of subhuman reatures. 

After the incident, Scientific Operator Faraday volunteered to become their Tutor, being the only 

Citizen willing to listen to Marciano’s ravings.
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Associated behavior: The Citizen often claims to see shadows moving about the tunnels and hear 

steps coming from inside the bunker’s armored walls. They refuse to speak of the incident that cau-

sed their Reassignment, with Faraday as their only trusted confidant. They react with panic at any 

mention of living creatures outside the bunker.
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MATISSE
ARCHETYPE: The chatty comrade

Block: Quadrofour

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: -

Ties: Tutored by Puskas.

Department: Memory

Level: Operator

Classification: Archivist

Club: Mastiff

Political stance: Mastiff

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you put your silver tongue in the service of Mastiff Club? Will you persuade Richelieu to 

embrace the communist doctrine? Will you find the courage to approach Supervisor Byron to declare 

your esteem and affection? Will you do all you can to discover who reported you? Will you manage to 

find some time for yourself, not just for “the tasks of the Proletariat in the Present Revolution”?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Persuasive

Report: Citizen Matisse is a smooth talker and is able to present worthy, convincing arguments to 

any discussion. More than once they have demonstrated how the power of words and reason surpass 

violence and insults. They have recently surprised their colleagues in the Memory Department: Du-

ring the inauguration of a new exhibit in the Memory Museum, they noticed that the health of alre-

ady fragile Archival Supervisor Byron was drastically worsening. Citizen Byron was pale, feverish 

and on the verge of collapse. As usual, however, Supervisor Byron had no intention of leaving a job 

unfinished. It was Citizen Matisse, with their oratory skills, that convinced them to rest with the 

following enigmatic words: “And what if tomorrow, Supervisor Byron, the mysteries of the Universe 

were revealed to you, and you were to miss it because you had passed out from exhaustion?”

Associated behavior: The Citizen loves to chat and persuade others of the validity and soundness of 

their ideas.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Riotous

Report: The Citizen was recently caught by an anonymous witness transcribing multiple copies of 

fragments of an ancient text called “State and Revolution”, penned by one Lenin. Promptly repor-

ted and summoned in front of the Committee, Citizen Matisse showed wide-eyed surprise towards the 

accusation; they explained to Educational Operator Richelieu that they did not understand what was 

so wrong about spreading this political doctrine among the Citizens of Bunker 101. “It is a noble 

thought, gentlemen - they boldly argued - democracy is not identical with the subordination of the 

minority to the majority. Democracy is a state which recognizes the subordination of the minori-

ty to the majority, an organization for the systematic use of force by one class against another, 

by one section of the population against another”. When asked why they were transcribing so many 

copies of those ancient pages, Matisse admitted to planning to secretly distribute them to the most 

moderate Citizens in order to inspire them to vote Mastiff. Following the accusations of spreading 

treasonous messages, the Commitee placed them under a Tutor.

Associated behavior: The Citizen keeps a low profile during public conversations, but in private 

they still advocate for the effectiveness of the communist model.
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MONROE
ARCHETYPE: The tight-strung wire

Block: Unaone

Gender: Male

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage, Union

Ties: Union with Holiday

Department: Ecosystem

Level: Supervisor

Classification: Biological

Club: Tailor

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

 Do you believe a good Citizen, a hard worker, a principled Elephant and a faithful Duncanist such 

as you doesn’t deserve to see his wife die an early death? Do you think it was her work that killed 

her? Are you willing to do anything for her?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

 Patient

Report: The Citizen is a paragon of patience: he can achieve great results by walking one step at a 

time. There is no record in the Archives of a Unaone Citizen obtaining a Union Permit with a Penta-

five, and yet Citizen Monroe has devoted years to seeing the laws of Bunker 101 fulfil his dreams 

of love. On the job, he is greatly esteemed for his ability to keep everything under control.

Associated behavior: The Citizen faces setbacks without losing hope. He always counts to three be-

fore answering. He wants to be a pillar to his fellow Citizens.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

 Distraught

Report: The Citizen cannot cope with the imminent death of his wife, Citizen Holiday, who is termi-

nally ill because of radiation poisoning. Besides numerous heated arguments with Therapeutic Opera-

tors, he has been reported for harassing Council of Synergy members with senseless requests, like 

an Assignment switch between himself and his wife, to spare her from her work in radioactive waste 

disposal. These attempts have been going on for months, in spite of the reputation built by the 

Citizen in years of impeccable conduct. He was also the protagonist of a recent altercation with 

Scientific Operator Newton, who had been insisting to obtain a blood sample from Citizen Holiday 

for personal research; the argument did not lead to a physical aggression, but was bitter enough to 

warrant a supplementary calibration session.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is obsessed with the unrealistic goal of saving his wife. Nothing 

else seems to be of any importance to him. He is unexpectedly aggressive on the matter.
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NABOKOV
ARCHETYPE: The lovable heretic

Block: Quadrofour

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Memory

Level: Operator

Classification: Chronicler

Club: Dancing

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

How long can you keep living a lie by hiding your true faith? Will you do anything to make Joyce 

see they really can trust you? Will you give a voice to those who so easily go unlistened instead 

of only dealing with that stupid sport? Will you confront Bartali about the reason why they repor-

ted you?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Friendly

Report: The Citizen faces their duties as a Chronicler Operator with team spirit and respect for 

the work of their peers. Even though they admittedly aspire to something more than Sport Chroni-

cle, the Citizen has always given voice to the Bounce! team members as well as to their supporters 

through interviews and articles, being especially devoted to giving word to the most humble and 

reserved. For this reason they sometimes went off topic but the Supervisor Proust never complai-

ned about it. Citizen Nabokov feel their work as a Chronicler should be a sounding board, to give 

everyone a chance to be heard. On a personal level, their kind, receptive company has been noted to 

encourage the most introverted to oper up and participate more actively to the life of Bunker 101. 

A notable example would be their recent friendship to Archival Operator Joyce. Thanks to Citizen 

Nabokov’s interview and their camaraderie, Joyce’s self-esteem seems to be slowly improving.

Associated behavior: The Citizen encouragest the most silent and reserved to speak their mind, 

especially through interviews and private, intimate conversations.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Deviant spirituality

Report: Some witnesses have reported seeing Citizen Nabokov taking time out of both work and lei-

sure to stand alone and mutter what sounded like a chant of some sort. It was Citizen Bartali who 

first noticed the odd behavior, especially notable since Nabokov is a known rationalist. Believing 

the latter to have suddenly turned to Duncanism, Citizen Bartali approached them, only to notice 

that Nabokov was in prayer to an unidentified monotheistic deity, perhaps of Christian or Islamic 

derivation. When questioned on the matter, Citizen Nabokov answered evasively. Although there is no 

further evidence of their deviance, the Citizen is now under surveillance by the Educational Opera-

tors.

Associated behavior: The Citizen sometimes takes time to pray to their god, but has up to this 

point avoided reacting to the prodding of Duncanists and Educational Operators.
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NAGURSKI
ARCHETYPE: The proud tomboy

Block: Unaone

Gender: Female

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: Daughter to Curie and Zatopek. Swahn’s si-

ster.

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Exploration

Club: Dancing

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you prove yourself worthy of the Great Journey and your father’s esteem? Will you make him 

proud? Will you manage to be more like your mother? Will you protect your family and especially 

your sister, no matter the cost? Will you learn from Swahn to be less nervous around men? 

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Dutiful

Report: The Citizen has an innate respect for rules and toils to make sure they are constantly 

observed by everyone. Whether it is her unpredictable sister Swahn or other Exploration Operators’ 

bravado, she never hesitates to call others back to their responsibilities. A had worker, she is 

motivated by the quest for her father’s approval and made confident by her mother’s support. Up 

to this day she has never showed any interest in a romantic relationship, and on the contrary she 

seems somewhat irritated by the host of suitors that constantly surround her sister. She has repe-

atedly stepped in to compensate for Swahn’s naiveté in response to the inappropriate advances made 

by Citizen Gable.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is very demanding, of herself and others. She is close to her fa-

mily and proud of her role within the bunker. She has taken on the task of moderating the bizarre 

behavior of her sister Swahn.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Ingenue

Report: The Citizen is surprisingly vulnerable for the most disparate reasons. She is sure of being 

underappreciated and thus constantly seeks others’ approval, a fact that has occasionally made her 

the subject of teasing. She has an inferiority complex towards her sister, whom she sees as more 

graceful and feminine, and at the same time she can hardly stand her quirks. She does not want 

her father’s role as Secretary of Security be considered a cause for favoritism. She has harshly 

rejected Citizen Majorana’s Union proposal, in spite of the latter being a perfectly viable candi-

date for marriage.

Associated behavior: The Citizen has a weak spot for flattery and she has a hard time recognizing 

it as such. She prefers the company of males to other females, as long as the interaction is not 

romantic. Any attempt at flirting makes her uneasy.
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NELSON
ARCHETYPE: The self-righteous pacifist

Block: Bissotwo

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Welfare

Level: Operator

Classification: Educational

Club: Decency

Political stance: Mastiff

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you show your extreme opposition to the militarization of Bunker 101? Do you think it’s Edu-

cational Operators that are the real pillar of this community? Will you stand against the far-too-

frequent cases of favoritism for Block Unaone and the Security Department? Will you tell Secretary 

of Security Zatopek you lowered the Schneider Scale rank of his antisocial daughter Swahn to Red?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Unbiased

Report: The Citizen is remarkable for the fairness with which they perform their duties, with no 

favoritism towards any Block or Department. In more than one occasion, their judgment of antisocial 

behavior as Educational Operator was spoken against respectable members of Block Unaone or estee-

med professionals of the more illustrious Departments. As an example, Citizen Nelson has recently 

revised the Schneider Scale ranking of Citizen Swahn, son of Secretary of Security Zatopek. Citizen 

Swahn has in fact been judged severely antisocial because of her childish, unbalanced behavior, a 

sign of intellectual underdevelopment.

Associated behavior: The Citizen has low tolerance for open bias or favoritism on the basis of 

Blocks and Departments. They always behave impartially towards every Citizen.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Insufferable

Report: The Citizen is intolerant of the chain of command, especially when it comes to taking or-

ders from the Security Department. They believe it should fall on common sense and consciousness of 

one’s responsibility to guide the Citizens, not on the commands “barked by a bunch of rogue zea-

lots”. A symptomatic episode should be mentioned: during a Bunker-wide emergency procedure simu-

lation, Citizen Nelson reacted with offensive words towards Intelligence Operator Fangio, who was 

supervising the operation. In detail, they instructed them to “dip their ass in cold water and calm 

the fuck down”.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is openly annoyed by any mandate of Security Department Operators. 

They also publicly advocate against any possible “militarization” of the administration of Bunker 

101.
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NEWTON
ARCHETYPE: The young upstart

Block: Terrathree

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage, Union, Birth

Ties: Union with Coppi (2 sons, Coppi Jr, Newton 

Jr.)

Department: Progress

Level: Operator

Classification: Scientific

Club: Dancing

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you prove that Eisenhower is poisoning oblivious Citizens? Will you show everyone how bril-

liant your reasoning is, in the lab and on the dance floor? Will you finally get Holiday to listen 

to you? Will you prove that even a Pentafive can have what it takes to be the next Scientific Su-

pervisor?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Inquisitive

Report: The Citizen’s recent assignment to the Progress Department has brought forth an unprece-

dented productive momentum. Newton’s passion for investigation, formerly translated in a methodi-

cal approach to the counseling activities of the Dancing Club, immediately revolutionized Citizen 

Darwin’s studies on the side effects of the Daisy+ pill: in fact, Citizen Newton has begun a syste-

matic analysis of the reports filed by the Security Department on Extra-bunker exploration simula-

tions, detecting multiple occurrences of spasms, convulsions and headaches in Explorers who tested 

out the pills. Their testimony was key in the Welfare Department Committee’s judgement on the case 

of Therapeutic Operator Eisenhower, found guilty of administering unauthorized doses of Daisy+ to 

Citizen Grezar in order to compensate their reduced dosing regimen due to old age.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is methodical in their studies and loves gathering data, both on 

scientific research and their associates. They insist to listen to the reports and receive the bio-

logical samples of Exploration Operators. They resent Citizen Eisenhower for their reckless traffi-

cking of a dangerous substance.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Stubborn

Report: The Citizen does not seem to have accepted the Welfare Department Committee’s judgement of 

Citizen Eisenhower: although the latter was assigned to a Tutor after the Grezar incident, they 

were found innocent of trafficking Daisy+ to other unidentified Citizens because of a lack of evi-

dence- Seeing their testimony ignored, Citizen Newton fixated on the search for additional proof 

that may overturn the Committee’s ruling. They have been forcefully separated from Citizen Holiday, 

who was under Eisenhower’s care for her radiation poisoning: Newton insisted to get a sample of her 

blood, asserting that her swift decline in health was not due to the radiation, but to an overdose 

of Daisy+. Citizen Monroe, husband to the harrassed Ecological Operator, scared Newton off and or-

dered them to leave his wife alone, although the argument fortunately did not escalate to physical 
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violence.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is still looking for evidence of Eisenhower’s guilt, and uses 

their free time to hound them, their Tutor Carnera, their patient Holiday, and the Educational Ope-

rator that chaired their Committee and judged them innocent, Patton. They are obsessed with proving 

their theories right, and they generally seem to associate success and prestige to their own worth 

as a person.
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NEWTON JUNIOR
ARCHETYPE: The distracted ingenious builder

Block: Terrathree

Gender: Male

Age: Junior

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: 

Ties: Son of Coppi and Newton, sibling of Junior 

Coppi

Department: 

Level: 

Classification: 

Club: 

Political stance: 

Religious stance: 

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Which is your favourite job, the scientific one that your father does or mum’s strange work? Would 

you like to become an Exploration Operator, an hero of the Bunker 101? Or your dreams are bigger, 

such as becoming a pirate, a knight or a wizard as the stories you once read in those strange books 

of the Archives? Will you be able to be focused as they told you or will you search for amazing ad-

ventures? Is there anyone among the grown-ups who is not too serious and boring and can become your 

friend?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Resourceful

Report: The Junior Citizen is incredibly inventive and full of imagination. He combines a keen in-

terest for mechanics and technology with a lively mind. We are extremely proud of his educational 

achievements and believe a bright future expects the Junior Citizen. Junior Newton loves to spend 

time with his father, the Scientific Operator Newton: the young Citizen often looks at the father 

while he is working and is therefore always welcomed by Newton’s colleagues. He is an extremely in-

genious youth, in search of knowledge and eager for adventure. Sometimes he also visits the mother, 

Citizen Coppi, and assists the Intelligence Operators in their daily duties. A couple of weeks ago 

he has been given a “task” by Educational Opearators to test his preparation: the Junior Citizen 

was not only able to perform it correctly, but even developed a technical improvement in the device 

he was supposed to repair. We could not be more proud of such a bright young Citizen!

Associated behavior: Junior Newton loves to spend time with his parents while they are at work but 

also likes to watch the other Citizens at work, trying to learn and helping them. He is particular-

ly interested in mechanics.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Distracted

Report: Notwithstanding his brilliant results, the Junior Citizen gets easily distracted. It’s a 

shame that such a brilliant young mind has a tendency to be caught in daydreaming.  We believe that 

it is not only due to his young age but also because of a natural predisposition toward reverie. 

One of the Educational Operators recently complained of the fact that Junior Newton did not pay at-

tention to the lessons and had “the head in the clouds”. When asked what he was thinking, the young 

Citizen confessed that he was dreaming of “immense forests, distant planets and brave heroes”. We 

believe that such an inclination should not be encouraged: the Junior Citizen should either focus 
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on a concrete heroism and follow the path of our Esploration Operators, or forget these impossible 

dreams. 

Associated behavior: Junior Newton is easily distracted by daydreams. He often tells to the grown-

up Citizens of incredible journeys and heroic deeds ha has been dreaming of. He also asks to the 

Archives if they can provide him with adventure books or tell him amazing stories from the past.
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OLIVIER
ARCHETYPE: The lover of the good life

Block: Pentafive

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Ecosystem

Level: Operator

Classification: Biological

Club: Dancing

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Do you believe that Bunker 101 is important, and your personal satisfaction even more so? Will you 

keep reporting to Educational Supervisor Richelieu, even if it means getting someone in trouble? 

Will you do all you can to support the candidacy for President of someone able to grant you “pro-

tection”? In any case, do you intend to cash in the debt of gratitude you feel Richelieu owes you? 

Will you help someone learn how to enjoy life?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Loquacious

Report: The Citizen loves to chat, during work hours, in the mess hall and within the Dancing Club. 

They care about the lives of other Citizens, and remember their needs and anecdotes with earnest 

interest. They always have a smile and a kind word for everyone. They have also proven willing to 

cooperate with Educational Supervisor Richelieu volunteering to give them an “insider’s perspecti-

ve” on the daily life of Bunker 101. They report whenever they can, mentioning what Citizens might 

need the attention and help of the Welfare Department.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is a good conversationalist and an even better listener. They make 

use of the Dancing Club to gather confessions and report them to Educational Operator Robespierre 

whenever they can.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Materialistic

Report: The Citizen is above all interested in seeing their primary needs met. They sleep long, eat 

as much as they can, and partner with the other sex for pure amusement: these are their priorities. 

They justify themselves with hard work and their humble origins, but it is easy to think that their 

will to please the authorities comes more from their own personal agenda than a true devotion to 

the community. Their spirit of sacrifice is questionable and they have never shied away from admit-

ting that they long to improve their social standing, through an advantageous Union or a Reassign-

ment mandated by “someone that counts”.

Associated behavior: The Citizen always tries to get an extra serving. They take a long time to 

wake up and sometimes show up late for work. They want to be liked by everyone, especially the 

other sex. They make excuses and try to weasel out of thankless jobs.
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OLSEN
ARCHETYPE: The good patriarch

Block: Bissotwo

Gender: Male

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage, Union, Birth

Ties: Union with Sherman. Majorana’s father.

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Exploration Control

Club: Dancing

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you do all you can to protect your two precious jewels, your wife and son? Will you find a 

way to live in peace and harmony with every living creature’ Is the founder trying to tell you 

something through your dreams? Is the Daisy+ pill a chain holding you back from taking flight? Can 

the bunker become a peaceful Ark?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Seraphic

Report: The Citizen always has a smile on his lips and works day after day to be a model husband 

and father. A swift, efficient laborer, he never misses a chance to praise a colleague and to seek 

constructive dialogue. He initiated his son Majorana to the cult of the Founder, and is devastated 

by the shadow in the youth’s heart. Olsen never loses his cool, except perhaps for the interroga-

tion Citizen Ewry subjected him to.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is a living testimony to the importance of family and the cult of 

the Founder in the life of Bunker 101.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Mystical

Report: Many years ago, the Citizen stole hallucinogens from the research laboratory of the Pro-

gress Department. The intervention of his wife, Citizen Sherman, helped deflect accusations of che-

mical addiction. In spite of his newfound balance, over the years the Citizen has repeatedly repor-

ted of being visited in his dreams by a vision of the Founder, dressed as a warrior with sword and 

shield. Ever since the first dream, Olsen has requested to progressively diminish his daily dosage 

of Daisy pills. He often tells the story of Lautrec, father to Garbo and the Citizen most recently 

sentenced to Exile for sabotaging the research on Daisy+ pills.

Associated behavior: The Citizen never misses a chance to spread rumours about the dangers Daisy 

and Daisy+ pills pose to normal human brain functions.
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OWENS
ARCHETYPE: The cold vindicator

Block: Unaone

Gender: Male

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: Denied Union request to Tracy

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Intelligence

Club: Donkey

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you do everything in your power to bring the Donkey Club to victory? Will you show the Citi-

zens of Bunker 101 that Marilyn is the most reasonable and efficient path to a future of peace and 

prosperity? Will you get revenge on Jacovacci for ruining your relationship with Tracy? Will you 

reveal the lust for vengeance you hide behind your self-control and destroy Jacovacci, Gable and 

everyone else who stands in the way of your dreams? Is it really over with Tracy?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Reasonable

Report: The Citizen was the subject of a scandal for his star-crossed relationship to passiona-

te but impulsive Citizen Tracy, born to Block Pentafive. When the couple was denied their coveted 

Union Permit, Citizen Owens was able to control his reaction, and unlike Citizen Tracy accepted the 

ruling with calm sensibility. When he learned that the responsibility for pushing the Council of 

Synergy to deny the request fell on Citizen Jacovacci, Citizen Owen welcomed the news with remar-

kable, surprising tranquillity.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is extremely lucid and controlled in his reactions. They have ne-

ver been seen angry, and are rarely bothered by anything. Their attitude sometimes feels even too 

tranquil and reasonable in proportion to what is actually transpiring.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Intransigent

Report: The Citizen is devoted to the cause of the Donkey Club and is neither flexible nor conci-

ling when it comes to the Club’s serious political activity. He abhors loiterers and what he cal-

ls “mediocre subject” in an otherwise-excellent group of Bunker 101. Of particular note is their 

contempt towards Citizen Gable. This enmity has never lapsed into explicit resentment, only with 

repeated requests to expel Gable from the Club. Citizen Owens justifies his stubbornness by saying 

that Citizen Gable, to him, is literally “a shallow clown”.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is strict and inflexible when it comes to the Donkey Club: he 

thinks that all its members should keep a high profile.
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PATTON
ARCHETYPE: The pet Mastiff

Block: Unaone

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: Coppi’s sibling

Department: Welfare

Level: Operator

Classification: Educational

Club: Mastiff

Political stance: Mastiff

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Your block makes you the right candidate to prove the Mastiff Club can handle real politics? Will 

you convince your fellow Mastiffs that their hotheaded stunts only give your party a bad name? Can 

you really say you know yourself, after all the time you’ve spent curating your image for other pe-

ople? Is there someone in the whole bunker you’ll let your mask down for? Have you finally made the 

wrong move by trying to help Eisenhower?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Moderate

Report: The Citizen speaks passionately about the good of the Bunker and their activism in Club 

Mastiff is a shining example of how political dialogue should be handled in a civil community. They 

have publicly condemned Citizen Bernhardt’s aggressive behavior after their altercation with Citi-

zen Richelieu during last year’s Dance, stating that “public support for the Mastiff Club cannot be 

won by barking like dogs”. Even in their role as an Educational Operator, they are careful not to 

let politics interfere with their duties, as shown during the judgement of Citizen Eisenhower, a 

colleague in their Department and a fellow Mastiff accused of illegally trafficking Daisy+ pills. 

Citizen Patton chaired the Commission without hesitation, producing a fair sentence in tune with 

what little testimonies and evidence could be collected.

Associated behavior: The Citizen always acts like the moderate face of the Mastiff Club, and toils 

to control the damage from their associates’ missteps, or to distance themselves from them when 

there is nothing they can do.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Secretive

Report: The Citizen acts elusive in the face of private conversations about them, and seem to evade 

intimate friendship, much preferring to show their rhetorical skills in front of an audience. To 

this day they have never attended a Dance with a partner, and they have often been spotted wande-

ring the halls alone during leisure time, when not busy with Club activities. In a single instan-

ce, they abandoned their post without the appropriate Leave Permit. Patton later apologized and 

blamed the absence on the stress of chairing Citizen Eisenhower’s judgment Committee. Seeing their 

otherwise impeccable conduct, the anonymous accusations which saw them using this absence to dispo-

se of evidence related to the case were disregarded, but they are still worthy of note.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is reluctant to speak of themselves and tries to avoid private 

conversations, acting uneasy when forced into face-to-face confrontations.
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PICASSO
ARCHETYPE: The jaded propagandist

Block: Quadrofour

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: Suffrage, Inebriation

Ties: 

Department: Memory

Level: Operator

Classification: Chronicler

Club: Donkey

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

You were the Voice of the Cavernauts, what’s left of your fame now that you’re just another Chro-

nicler? Is the time for hopeful stories over inside this dark Bunker? Will you make Fitzgerald pay 

for destroying your masterpiece? Is there something you can still believe in?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Informer

Report: The Citizen’s contribution to the formation of the young minds of Bunker 101 is of par-

ticular note. Ten years ago they worked with the Educational Operators of the Welfare Department 

to write and record the five-episode radio drama “The Adventures of the Cavernauts”, whose prota-

gonists undertook the Exploration of a network of natural tunnels deep beneath the Bunker. Since 

then the Citizen were permanently assigned to the Exploration Chronicle to document the extra-bun-

ker exploration and was also awarded an Inebriation Permit by the Council of Synergy. During their 

acceptance speech, they said they wished to create a model of perfection for young Citizens and to 

push Bunker 101 to look beyond their walls and seek a future for humanity in the bowels of the ear-

th. In recent times, however, Citizen Picasso seems to have become more elusive about their work, 

and rather than talk about their old glory, which they now call a “childish whimsy”, they claim to 

devote all their attention to their job as a Chronicler Operator.

Associated behavior: The Citizen still shows a strong interest towards Extra-bunker exploration, 

and is firmly set on documenting the Great Journey through a comprehensive reportage.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Hoarder

Report: The Citizen reacted badly to the recent loss of the only existing tapes containing their 

radio masterpiece. Ever since the accident they have been obsessed with collecting and preserving 

all kinds of documentation, seemingly afraid of losing even more information. They thus concentra-

te on gathering and cataloguing any material that passes through their hands, however irrelevant 

it may be. They are also prone to bouts of rage when faced with the loss of documents they deemed 

worthy of preservation. For instance, during the most recent routine calibration session with the 

Welfare Department, they accused Citizen Fitzgerald, the Operator responsible for the accidental 

recycling of the tapes, of being “a nitwit and a disgrace to the entire Memory Department”. More 

than once, Picasso’s Supervisor has been forced to intervene to placate their verbal aggressions.

Associated behavior: The Citizen shows an almost-obsessive attachment to all kinds of documents. 

They try to preserve any trace of the existence of the Bunker and its population, even things that 

seem ostensibly useless. They are also needlessly aggressive towards Citizen Fitzgerald.
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PIOLA
ARCHETYPE: The current Outgoing President

Block: Pentafive

Gender: Male

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Intelligence

Club: Sport

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

 Were you happier when your only worry was playing Bounce!? Will you do all you can to avoid Ele-

phants losing the elections, and you losing your seat as Outgoing President? Will you somehow 

advantage the Pentafive team in Bounce!, as they haven’t won a championship since your time as a 

player? Will you find a way to build a future for yourself outside of representation and politics?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

 Charismatic

Report: The Citizen was the incarnation of the dream cultivated by all Pentafives: being destined 

to the Security Department in spite of humble origins, excelling as a Bounce! champion and riding 

the wave of fame to be elected as President, convincing even the most conservative Elephants to 

stand behind him. The Citizen knows he represents the true meritocracy of Bunker 101, and rightful-

ly behaves as a symbol: he always has a word of encouragement for everyone, appears on the Tunnel 

as often as he can, and aims to be an inspiration for the entire community.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is always positive and encouraging. He considers every Citizen to 

be important, from first to last. He often tells tales of his days as a Bounce! player.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

 Affected

Report: The Citizen no longer seems capable of distinguishing himself from his public persona, so 

much so that one has to wonder how he will fare at the end of his mandate as Outgoing President. 

He has never had any personal aspirations, such as starting a family, with the exception of Boun-

ce!, where he seems to be coping badly with his role as a referee, as he misses the times where he 

played in the court. He is sure that, during the last elections, the Elephant Club chose President 

Grant as a candidate over him because they see him as incompetent, only good to be a public face, 

but too uneducated to face difficult decisions. Being loved by the people is all that is left for 

him, and cultivating this love seems to be his utmost priority.

Associated behavior: The Citizen often speaks in slogans. He is certain that the Elephant Club un-

derestimates him. He cares deeply about looking good in public. He is obsessed with Bounce! and the 

wish to play it.
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PONTECORVO
ARCHETYPE: The keen eye of the Bunker

Block: Terrathree

Gender: Male

Age: 40+

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Progress

Level: Operator

Classification: Logistic

Club: Elephant

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

 Do you believe that Bunker 101 is a prodigy, but it could be so much more? Will you do all you can 

to make Elephants heard in the most important matters? Will you keep the Duncanists’ honeyed words 

from blinding you to the truth? Are you ready to take risks for the survival of the community?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

 Enterprising

Report: The Citizen shows remarkable initiative, starting from the workplace, where he always of-

fers precious assistance to his Supervisor. Repairing what does not work is a way of life to him, 

and it goes beyond attention on the job. He never fails to offer his opinion, voicing a sensible 

outlook that he links back to his wholesome Elephant upbringing. His membership to the Club is no 

surprise, although by his own admission he does not see himself in the role of President, but as an 

advisor capable of offering a frank, honest external evaluation.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is always ready to roll up his sleeves. He is cooperative and una-

fraid to speak his mind. His comments are pointed and precise.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

 Demanding

Report: The Citizen’s critical sense often goes too far. No complete job seems to fully live up to 

his standards, and the same goes for many aspects of life in Bunker 101. Some of his coworker say 

he will never be Supervisor precisely because of this extreme pedantry, which has often incited 

arguments and undermined his popularity. In spite of the fact that their principles of self-impro-

vement and work for the good of the Bunker would seem to be in line with his worldview, he feels a 

sort of enmity towards Duncanists, saying that “they’re better with words than with facts”. Indeed, 

his efforts to be proactive at all costs clash with some of the cult’s stances.

Associated behavior: The Citizen always finds the weak link in the chain. He is full of nervous 

energy and has a hard time calming down. He tends to make sarcastic remarks about Duncanists
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PROUST
ARCHETYPE: The idol of the bunker

Block: Quadrofour

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage, Inebriation

Ties: 

Department: Memory

Level: Supervisor

Classification: Chronicler

Club: Elephant

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you make the Citizens of Bunker 101 worship you? Will you capture the most important moments 

of the life and history of Bunker 101? Will you tell Matisse you were the one who reported them? 

Will you confront Byron about your altercation? Will you find a partner that loves you for who you 

are, and not for your popularity?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Responsible

Report: The Citizen is well aware that fame comes with responsibility. For this reason, in spite of 

their popularity, Citizen Proust has not forgotten their duties as an honest worker of Bunker 101. 

They had previously reported the names of Citizens caught in inappropriate acts within the Memory 

Department, but what is worthy of particular commendation is the timely outing of Archival Operator 

Matisse’s dangerous revolutionary intents. One evening, while bringing a set of records back to the 

archive, Proust caught them transcribing multiple copies of an incriminating text. The Citizen left 

before Matisse noticed them and promptly warned Welfare Department Operators of the issue.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is aware of their excesses, and for this reason they do their best 

to cooperate with the authorities in order to make Bunker 101 a peaceful place.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Unrestrained

Report: They were recently at the center of an unfortunate episode that put them at odds with frail 

Archival Supervisor Byron. Following Citizen Proust’s joking but insistent teasing, Citizen Byron 

accused them of being a spy and threatened them not to touch their Archival Operators, lest there 

be consequence. Citizen Proust left the scene only after violently striking their fist against a 

table, thus destroying some glasses.

Associated behavior: When not busy with their duties as a Chronicler Supervisor, the Citizen cannot 

cointain themselves and recklessly look for pleasure and amusement.
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PUSKAS
ARCHETYPE: The despotic husband

Block: Unaone

Gender: Male

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: Suffrage, Union, Birth

Ties: Union with Lacoste. Unused Birth Permit. Ma-

tisse’s Tutor.

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Explorer

Club: Elephant

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Is there a limit to the satisfaction you feel after taking foolish Braddock’s place? Will you climb 

the chain of command at any cost? Will you make it clear to everyone that “People need to stay in 

their place”? Will you obtain the respect and authority you deserve? Will you convince Lacoste to 

obey you and give you a son?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Ambitious

Report: The Citizen manifests a commentable attitude, a high level of focus and a healthy sense of 

competition, all thanks to a propositive natural ambition. Born from parents that greatly contri-

buted to the good of Bunker 101 and united in respectable marriage inside Block Unaone, Citizen Pu-

skas has never stopped working hard and has devoted himself body and soul to personal improvement. 

The Citizen, originally Assigned to Exploration Unit Shortstop, earned enough distinction to take 

the place of Citizen Braddock in their Exploration Unit when the latter got injured during a parti-

cularly risky simulation.

Associated behavior: The Citizen aspires to all kinds of seats, commendations and awards and is 

ready to do anything in order to further his plans for success.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Authoritative

Report: The Citizen, although extremely efficient and reliable, tends to impose his will upon his 

colleagues, relatives and friends, sometimes even through the use of harsh, prepotent means. One 

emblematic example is the instance where Citizen Hepburn intervened in defense of Citizen Puskas’s 

wife, Lacoste, and was abruptly silenced and humiliated. Citizen Puskas was complaining about his 

wife, reproaching “the so-beloved heroine of the bunker, who still acts like a spoiled child and 

won’t mother the son she owes me”. Since Citizen Lacoste was absent, Hepburn stepped in to defend 

her from the accusations. Citizen Puskas dismissed them thus: “Stay in your place, farmer”.

Associated behavior: The Citizen imposes his will with stern firmness and always tries to affrim 

their authority, even through blunt action and a raised voice.
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RICHELIEU
ARCHETYPE: The grim good-thinker

Block: Unaone

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: Suffrage, Inebriation

Ties: 

Department: Welfare

Level: Supervisor

Classification: Educational

Club: Elephant

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you keep up the mask of respectable righteousness you’ve spent so long to build? Will you hide 

your delusions of grandeur? Will you run for President to impose your vision of Bunker 101 on every 

Citizen? Will you stop the advance of riotous Mastiffs at any cost? Will you root out the most dan-

gerous antisocials that populate the bunker also thanks to your spy Olivier? Will you find a worthy 

match and get married?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Incorruptible

Report: The Citizen shines for their moral life style and for the example they give to more riotous 

Citizens. As the austere Educational Supervisor of their Department, they are famous for the tran-

quil, tireless devotion with which they watch over the moral integrity and psychological health of 

the Citizens of Bunker 101. Furthermore, their dedication to education has helped root out antiso-

cial subjects within the folds of the Mastiff Club, such as Archival Operator Matisse with their 

obsession towards torbid, seditious doctrines. Or Citizen Keaton, haunted by sexual perversion.

Citizen Richelieu is always extremely well-informed about what it is happening in the Bunker also 

thansk to the support of the trustful Citizen Olivier.

Associated behavior: The Citizen benevolently watches over the righteousness and modesty of the 

people of Bunker 101, gently reprimanding the behaviors that may be cause for needless tension and 

conflict or taking more serious measures.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Arrogant

Report: The Citizen is extremely proud. Being an undeniably excellent member of the community, Ci-

tizen Richelieu can hardly stand criticism and opposition. An appropriate example is that of a past 

dance, where Citizen Richelieu was approached by a member of Block Pentafive, Biological Operator 

Bernhardt, who was upset about being reported by Richelieu as a disturbance to public peace and at 

risk of being antisocial. Instead of responding with clarification on the matter, as an Educational 

worker should, Richelieu spilled the liquor they were holding on the floor and maliciously sugge-

sted that Citizen Bernhard do their job, take care of refreshments and fetch them another drink.

Associated behavior: The Citizen believes themselves above all criticism and tends to condescendin-

gly underline their own innate superiority.
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ROBESPIERRE
ARCHETYPE: The censor of terror

Block: Bissotwo

Gender: Male

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Welfare

Level: Operator

Classification: Educational

Club: Donkey

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you bring Donkeys to victory and become President? Will you weasel out the most hidden cases 

of antisocial behavior? Will you keep an eye on Duncanists? Will you express your judgement of Ci-

tizen Darwin?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Inexhaustible

Report: The Citizen does not contemplate failure. Neither does he contemplate rest or compromise: 

once he has identified a case of antisocial behavior, he does not stop until he has “straightened 

out” the unruly patient. Citizen Robespierre is always the one to report the names of Citizens who-

se actions require more accurate scrutiny to fellow Educational Operators. Robespierre carries out 

his “mission” with the accuracy of a sophisticated machine, and it is no wonder that the Citizen 

is also a vocal supporter of the electronic brain Marilyn and an illustrious member of the Donkey 

Club. To him, progress is a core value; for this reason he has taken it upon himself to analyze 

Scientific Operator Darwin’s case. He is in the process of evaluating the need to assign Darwin to 

a Tutor.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is apt at detecting antisocial behavior in the most unsuspected 

members of Bunker 101. He never rests and looks with machine-like precision to recognize alarming 

symptoms in oblivious Citizens.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Hostile

Report: The Citizen is adverse to any and all forms of religion or spirituality. He believes the-

se practices to be the greatest cause of instability in a fragile, limited community such as that 

of Bunker 101. He seems to particularly despise Duncanists, and has fixated on the case of Citizen 

Einstein, who steadfastly refuses to give her husband a son, saying thet her choice must come from 

“some irrational Duncanist perversion”. As if this was not enough, Citizen Robespierre is anything 

but an easy coworker to handle: he is not at all interested in moderating his authoritarian ten-

dencies and accuses his fellow Educational Operators of being too soft. He has also manifested a 

strong enmity towards his former colleague, President Grant, who he have accused of being “lax, 

timid and mediocre”. The Citizen, a long-standing member of the Donkey Club, advocates for extreme 

stances such as entrusting the entire management of antisocial cases to the electronic brain.

Associated behavior: The Citizen carefully monitors Duncanists, and is convinced that their fervor 

could easily turn into fanaticism.
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SCHRÖDINGER
ARCHETYPE: The insufferable genius

Block: Terrathree

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Yellow

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Progress

Level: Operator

Classification: Logistical

Club: Decency

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you always keep your cool? Will you keep silent on the fact that you think essentially every 

other Citizen of Bunker 101 is dumber than you? Will you manage to show your emotions somehow? Will 

you humiliate Eyser like they deserve? Will you tell Turing they’re the only one who could hope to 

be your match?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Unflappable

Report: The Citizen is capable of showing unperturbed, stoic calm in any situation, as if there 

was nothing that could ever faze them or make them angry. This attitude has allowed them to handle 

intense work schedules with ease, as well as frequent directives to reprogram the electronic brain. 

An example would be their competent management of a conflict: when Citizen Eyser insulted them for 

being “a slave to a machine”, they did not react to the offense, and instead distanced themselves 

from the other party without indulging their rage.

Associated behavior: The Citizen does not react to taunts, and they keep calm in the face of ten-

sion or emergencies.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Emotionally stunted

Report: The Citizen has little emotional self-awareness and seems incapable of recognizing and ver-

bally describing their emotional state as well as others’. Citizen Schrödinger reacts coldly to the 

most extreme emtional stimuli, and when interacting with others they always keep a rational dispo-

sition. When offered a Union Permit as an award for their impeccable work with Marilyn, Schröding-

er refused with little hesitation, objecting that “it would be an enormous waste of time to handle 

a social relationship with high expectations of affection and reprodutctivity”. This attitude of 

theirs has caused numerous problems with their colleagues in the Progress Department, Citizen Tu-

ring in particular.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is cold and pragmatic, and does not seem to know how to express 

their feelings or interpret those of others: this makes them look detached, aloof and even insensi-

tive.
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SHERMAN
ARCHETYPE: The current Secretary of Welfare

Block: Bissotwo

Gender: Female

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage, Union, Birth

Ties: Union with Olsen. Mother to Majorana.

Department: Welfare

Level: Supervisor

Classification: Therapeutic

Club: Elephant

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

How can you juggle your life as a wife, a mother and a Secretary? Do Kerouac’s attentions make 

you uneasy? How do you answer to those that ask you to weigh in on Citizen Lacoste’s reproductive 

issues? Have you completely disawoved your pro-abortion views? Will you put a stop to the rumors 

about you?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Paragon

Report: She is devoted to her family and to the Elephant Club, as well as being a prominent voice 

in the Council of Synergy. She often releases public statements and President Grant describes her 

as a prepared and tenacious woman one can trust with their life. Her Union with Citizen Olsen, pre-

viously a Quadrofour, demonstrates that love does not stop at the boundaries of one’s birth Block.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is a model wife and mother to the entirety of Bunker 101. Her role 

within the Council of Synergy is vital to safeguard the mental and physical health of its Citizens.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Misguided

Report: At a young age, the Citizen led a campaign for the abrogation of Article 17 of the Codex 

(ban on abortion). When admonished by the Elephant Club, she publicly disawoved those subversi-

ve ideas. Her role as an exemplary mother has redeemed her in the eyes of the public, in spite of 

circulating rumors about her involvement on the reproductive issues of Citizens Lacoste and Puskas. 

She used her influence on the Council of Synergy to dissipate the accusations of chemical addiction 

levered against her husband, Olsen.

Associated behavior: The Citizen must constantly defend her work as a Secretary, deflecting commen-

ts about her past as an abortionist as well as the fact she used her influence to exculpate  her 

husband.
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SINATRA
ARCHETYPE: The insolent looking for revenge

Block: Quadrofour

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Ecosystem

Level: Operator

Classification: Ecological

Club: Sport

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Do you think you’re entitled to a promotion to Supervisor? Do you think the Ecosystem Department is 

a team and everyone should act like you’re on the same boat? Will you use Bounce! to get back at 

that psychopath, Ewry? Will you sate your thirst for payback against those who think they’re better 

than you? Will you make someone pay if you don’t become Supervisor?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Skilled

Report: The Citizen stands out from other Ecological Operators for their high degree of speciali-

zation. They think highly of themselves and never miss a chance to tease their colleagues, Lamarr 

and Crawford, by saying they have no hope of replacing their late Supervisor, Douglas, because that 

place belongs to Sinatra. This competitive spirit is in any case good-natured, and it acts as a 

prod for the entire Unit. Citizen Sinatra does not shy away from responsibilities to prove their 

worth, and for this reason they were subjected to a rough questioning session by Citizen Ewry. Si-

natra came out with a smile, their façade only slightly cracked.

Associated behavior: The Citizen often derides their colleagues to egg them on. They think every 

member of a Department represents the entire Department, and behaves accordingly. They often volun-

teer and care about being the best.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Exuberant

Report: The Citizen constantly claims to feel no ill will towards Citizen Ewry about the questio-

ning session, but their unprecedented devotion to Bounce! indicates otherwise. Sinatra seems to 

believe the playing field is some sort of safe zone, a place to get revenge without reprisal on an 

upper-class Citizen. Because of this very attitude, their reaction to being denied a place as Su-

pervisor is completely unpredictable, considering their perceived entitlement to the role.

Associated behavior: The Citizen often jokes about Citizen Ewry and Block Unaone. Behind their 

quips hides a clear hostility. They see Bounce! as a way to get payback.
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SPOONER
ARCHETYPE: The culprit with a gentle heart

Block: Pentafive

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: -

Ties: Tutored by Lincoln

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Exploration

Club: Sport

Political stance: Mastiff

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you stop loathing yourself for what you did? Will you keep your promise to Lincoln and finally 

leave the past behind? Will you look to faith in Duncan for deliverance from your immense guilt? 

Will you support your friends and colleagues when the moment finally comes? Will you make your fel-

low Pentafives happy with a Bounce! trophy?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Altruistic

Report: The Citizen is well-loved by Unit Pitcher, which they’re a proud member of. Citizen Spoo-

ner has devoted themselves body and soul to physical training in order to prepare for Extra-bunker 

exploration, but they never miss a chance to help their less-prepared team mates. During a very 

delicate, risky simulation, they were able to rescue their friend and colleague, Citizen Nuvolari. 

They are also a stabilizing element within their Block’s Bounce! team: unlike their talented but 

competitive team mates, the Citizen tends to be more cooperative during games and willing to assist 

their partner’s actions.

Associated behavior: The Citizen always tries to be helpful to their team mates, and puts others’ 

wellbeing in front of their own, both on the job and in sports. They try to reconcile their Bounce! 

mates, Turing and Carosone, when they bicker.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Tormented by guilt

Report: At the beginning of their training, the Citizen caused a deathly accident during a simu-

lation, which resulted in the death of Citizen Lincoln’s partner, Weismuller. Found guilty of the 

fatal distraction, Citizen Spooner underwent a rehabilitation process and was assigned to the care 

of Educational Operator Lincoln. Lincoln not only forgave them, but also volunteered to be their 

Tutor. While Citizen Spooner has successfully completed their reeducation and is now a paragon of 

sobriety and competence, with much satisfaction on Lincoln’s part, they have thus far been unable 

to cope with their guilt, which keeps them from restful sleep and haunts them while awake.

Associated behavior: The Citizen seems to have no regard for their own existence: they try to con-

sume as little resources as they can, to sacrifice themselves for others and to volunteer for every 

dangerous task.
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SWAHN
ARCHETYPE: The Bunker’s little princess

Block: Unaone

Gender: Female

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: Daughter to Curie and Zatopek. Sister to 

Nagurski

Department: Security

Level: Operator

Classification: Exploration control

Club: Decency

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

 Will you make many new friends? Will you find a real boyfriend for your sister, since she wants 

one so much? Will you make mommy and daddy happy, when they’re so worried about you? Will you wear 

your new dress to the ball? Will you get to see a real sheep? Will you reach the Little Prince on 

Asteroid B-612?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

 Innocent

Report: The Citizen has repeatedly manifested impressive candor and goodwill. She alternates momen-

ts of coquettish grace to a naive, sweet disposition. More than once she was able to support shut-

off, sorrowful Citizens thanks to her alienated, sincere ways.

Associated behavior: The Citizen interacts with all Citizens of Bunker 101 with no prejudices about 

their Block or Department. She poses them questions, easily warms up to those who give her atten-

tion and is loyal to her friends.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

 Childish

Report: The Citizen seems to be psychically underdeveloped for her chronological age and exhibits 

antisocial behavior of an unusual nature. Her reasoning is shockingly naive for an individual of 

her age, and her behavior is childish and whimsical. She is also plagued by sudden bouts of fear 

and anxiety with no seeming explanation. In spite of the esteem and respect earned by her parents, 

model members of Bunker 101, one cannot help but judge Citizen Swahn inefficient in her profes-

sional environment. Furthermore, her volatile nature and her physical frailty make her unfit for a 

Union Permit and the conception of a child for Bunker 101. A symptomatic episode: during a calibra-

tion session with Educational Operator Nelson, when asked to return the book she always carries to 

the Archives, she refused to do so. When Citizen Modigliani insisted, Citizen Swahn threw a tan-

trum, screaming and crying like a small child.

Associated behavior: The Citizen alternates naive carelessness with fear and frailty. In spite of 

appearances, she is unfit to take care of herself.
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TESLA
ARCHETYPE: The lost lamb

Block: Terrathree

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: -

Ties: Tutored by Borges

Department: Progress

Level: Operator

Classification: Logistic

Club: Tailor

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Is learning the best way to hear the Founder’s voice with more clarity? Should Marilyn become even 

more important to the bunker? Do you accept to be seen as crazy because insistence is the only way 

to get the others to listen to the Founder? Do you think someone out there wants to silence you?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Willing to learn

Report: In a competitive environment such as the Logistical Unit, the Citizen is always ready to 

listen in order to improve. They know how to be a conciliating, gregarious presence within their 

group, without underestimating themselves or losing sight of their own potential. They sincerely 

admire Supervisor Fermi, whom they consider a cornerstone of the Unit in spite of their difficult 

personality.

Associated behavior: The Citizen is dutiful and obeys orders to the best of their abilities. They 

are ready to admit to their mistakes and willing to correct them. They respect authorities while 

still showing initiative.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Hallucinating

Report: The Citizen claims to hear the Founder speaking through Marilyn. They have underwent many 

therapy session and are currently assisted by a Tutor, Citizen Borges, as well as benefiting from 

the suport of the entire Tailor Club, but their situation does not seem to be improving in any si-

gnificant way. They have more than once ridiculed themselves by trying to interpret the machine’s 

noises or fragments of badly-preserved recordings as being the “voice of the Founder”.

Associated behavior: The Citizen claims to hear the voice of the Founder through the electronic 

brain. They often launch in ravings that border on prophetic. They feel Citizen Borges is the only 

one who understands them.
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TRACY
ARCHETYPE: The defender of the meek

Block: Pentafive

Gender: Female

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: Denied Union request with Owens.

Department: Ecosystem

Level: Operator

Classification: Ecological

Club: Mastiff

Political stance: Mastiff

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you stand against bullies like Fibonacci to keep them from lording over Bunker 101? Will you 

stay shackled to an impossible love or look for a new partner and hope the Council of Synergy ap-

proves your next request? Will you fight for Pentafives to finally be heard? Will you run for Pre-

sident to defend all those who have nobody to fight for them?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Protective

Report: The Citizen manifests a natural inclination to take care of those she perceives as more 

fragile, weaker or defenseless. This protective instinct of hers frequently pushes her to act, ma-

king her well-loved by coworkers and friends alike. A noteworthy episode occurred a short time ago: 

Citizen Tracy stepped in to defend Citizen Keaton from Citizen Fibonacci’s harassment: the latter 

was deriding the former, a not-uncommon occurrence between the two.

Associated behavior: When witness to persecution or humiliation, the Citizen promptly steps in to 

defend the party she thinks is being oppressed.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Impulsive

Report: The Citizen rarely reflects on the consequences of her actions, and often moves without 

thinking. When she was informed of the Council of Synergy’s negative response to her request for a 

Union Permit with her beloved from Block Unaone, Citizen Owens, Tracy left her post during a deli-

cate radioactive waste disposal operation, putting not only her coworkers, but also innocent Citi-

zens of Bunker 101 in Danger. Because of this grave mistake, Tracy was summoned before the Welfare 

Department Committee to issue a public apology.

Associated behavior: The Citizen often reacts by impulse, without thinking about the motivations of 

other parties. She is still in love with Owens and looks for a way to overturn the Council’s deci-

sion.
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TRUMAN
ARCHETYPE: The pillar on the verge of collapse

Block: Bissotwo

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Welfare

Level: Supervisor

Classification: Therapeutic

Club: Dancing

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Will you try and change the reality that hardly fits you at all anymore? Will you hold up your 

façade of exuberance and positivity? Will you always be able to lead your team with smiles, opti-

mism and encouraging words? Will you help Marshall and try to understand what they’re feeling? Will 

you confront Jefferson for choosing to out you as antisocial without telling you first? Will you 

earn back your rank on the Schneider Scale?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Forgiving

Report: The Citizen shows remarkable compassion as Therapeutic Supervisor and leads their Unit with 

kindness. An example of the positive effects of this attitude occurred a short while ago: Therapeu-

tic Operator Marshall was victim of an unforeseeable panic attack and Truman was able to efficient-

ly handle the situation by assisting their subordinate while avoiding needless alarmism among the 

patients who were waiting in line for their routine screenings.

Associated behavior: The Citizen has great social skills and is sympathetic to both patients and 

coworkers, treating everone with kindness: they have a word of praise for everyone and they try to 

create a positive, cooperative work environment.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Distressed

Report: The Citizen has always been a pillar to the Therapeutic Unit, but recently a precipitous 

decline of their morale has been reported. Educational Operator Jefferson insisted in diagnosing 

Citizen Truman with antisocial tendencies. Since this disposition has not yet impaired Truman’s 

efficiency and fairness towards their subordinates, the Committee has chosen not to relieve them 

of their role as Supervisor. Yet their unmotivated grief has caused a drastic but inevitable varia-

tion, hopefully temporary, of their rank in the Schneider Scale.

Associated behavior: The Citizen tries to hide their suffering behind an exuberant façade, throwing 

themselves headfirst into work and their activities with the Dancing Club. From time to time, howe-

ver, their unreasonable sorrow bleeds through, showing their unhappiness to everyone.
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TURING
ARCHETYPE: The talented social climber

Block: Pentafive

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Progress

Level: Operator

Classification: Logistical

Club: Sport

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Do you think you are the best at what you do? Do you believe that getting where you are after star-

ting where you did adds to your personal worth? Do you think you’re a symbol to other Pentafives? 

Will you let nobody unfairly judge you, not to mention walk all over you? Will you show Carosone 

that their bragging is nothing compared to your real talent? Why does Citizen Schrödinger still 

fascinate you, in spite of how much they offended you?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Winner

Report: In spite of their humble origins in Block Pentafive, the Citizen is used to getting what 

they aim for: they are usually smart enough to know how to obtain it. Their Assignation exam 

established an unprecedented record and landed them the Logistical Operator position they had 

always wanted. Working with those they consider the best minds of the bunker and with Marilyn was 

their dream, but right after realizing it they began to look to new goals. Today they want to win 

the Bounce! championship, with the added plus of settling the score with team mate and rival Caro-

sone. Tomorrow they may aspire to become President.

Associated behavior: The Citizen knows they are out of the ordinary. They never stop demanding per-

fection, from themselves and from others. They think they can do anything they set their mind to, 

without letting anyone discourage them.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Testy

Report: The Citizen is hardly able to stand criticism and does not allow any kind of teasing at 

their expense. They react badly to all insults to Block Pentafive, or their on Duncanist faith, in 

spite of their being a definite minority in their working environment. For this reason, Turing has 

difficulties in establishing personal relationships. When they tried to approach their coworkers 

in this sense, for example Citizen Schrödinger, they were met with cold rejection, an episode they 

still seem resentful about.

Associated behavior: The Citizen reacts badly to anything they perceive as a slight. They are far 

too apt at verbal violence and they occasionally come to physical aggression. At times, they are 

the first to look for a confrontation.
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VOLTA
ARCHETYPE: The current Secretary of Progress

Block: Bissotwo

Gender: Unisex

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage

Ties: 

Department: Progress

Level: Supervisor

Classification: Technical

Club: Donkey

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Do you sometimes miss field work? Will you put the next President to the test, before giving them 

your trust? Do you want to ensure the Donkey Club chooses a worthy candidate? Will you start a fa-

mily before Secretary Bancroft?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Practical

Report: The Citizen is an experienced repair technician and approaches political matters with the 

same mindset: if there is a problem, one needs to patch things up as good as they can. Rather than 

lofty idealistic speeches, the Secretary prefers daily work; rather than long-winded Council of 

Synergy meetings, constant contact with the Progress Department. They always seem on the verge of 

rolling up their sleeves and picking up a wrench themselves, rather than coordinating Operators 

from a distance. For all these reasons they nurture a friendly rivalry with the Secretary of the 

Ecosystem, Citizen Bancroft.

Associated behavior: The Citizen values actions over words. They want to solve problems by them-

selves. They love spending time with Progress Department Operators, talking about their jobs. They 

often bicker with Secretary Bancroft.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Strict

Report: The Citizen is intolerant towards anything that is not strictly work-related: ceremonies, 

Club activities and even more abstract professions. Efficiency and competence seem to be everything 

to them. President Grant spent a long time gaining their trust, and were she to not be reelected, 

her successor will have a hard time doing the same. Secretary Volta once expressed their doubts 

about the real need for a community-elected President, when a system of Secretaries directly answe-

ring to Marilyn would be more practical, but went back on this claim in a later statement.

Associated behavior: The Citizen values others based on their competence on the job. They belie-

ve the President should earn the trust of their Secretaries, as well as that of the Citizens. They 

would like Marilyn to be consulted more often before taking a decision.
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WAYNE
ARCHETYPE: The old heart of gold

Block: Pentafive

Gender: Unisex

Age: 40+

Schneider Scale: Red

Permits: Suffrage, Inebriation

Ties: 

Department: Ecosystem

Level: Operator

Classification: Biological

Club: Tailor

Political stance: Donkey

Religious stance: Duncanist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Do you know you’re past your prime and want to help the next generation? Do you feel death ap-

proaching and accept it, but would love for Duncanism to tell you what expects you beyond? Do you 

reject violence, as it is in any and all cases the worst mistake one could make? Do you consider 

the entirety of Bunker 101 your family? Do you feel close enough to the Twin Plants, Fred and Gin-

ger, to treat them like people?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Lovable

Report: The Citizen is well-loved by everyone and likes feeling like a cornerstone of the bunker 

thanks to their old age. Unlike some of their contemporaries, they avoid losing themselves in ta-

les of their youth or regretful retellings: they know they are at the sunset of their own life and 

accept this fact with serene grace. In spite of their humble profession and their choice to comple-

tely avoid volunteering for more prestigious positions, they are respected among all Duncanists and 

lead the Tailor Club by example, consistently rebuking violence and trying to make themselves heard 

through moderation.

Associated behavior: The Citizen speaks little and smiles often. When they open their mouth, they 

always do so with wisdom. They never complain, not even in the face of injustice. They love Dunca-

nist rites and are devoted to the faith. They try to be a good example.

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Morbid

Report: The Citizen often thinks about their death, and is convinced of its imminence. They have 

already requested their ashes to be equally distributed between the Twin Plants, moving many Bio-

logical Operators to tears. They often engage in unfathomable tasks with absolute seriousness, like 

explaining Fred and Ginger’s different tastes in music to younger Operators. They sometimes leave 

the highest exponents of the Tailor Club feeling uneasy by looking for reassurances about their 

fate after death, according to the Founder’s vision.

Associated behavior: The Citizen keeps thinking about their own death. They feel the need to leave 

a tangible legacy behind. They consider the Twin Plants like two relatives. They keep wanting to 

discuss what happens after death, both with the Tailor Club and with anyone willing to listen.
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ZATOPEK
ARCHETYPE: The current Secretary of Security

Block: Unaone

Gender: Male

Age: Adult

Schneider Scale: Green

Permits: Suffrage, Union, Inebriation, Birth

Ties: Union with Curie. Father to Swahn and Nagur-

ski

Department: Security

Level: Supervisor

Classification: Intelligence

Club: Elephant

Political stance: Elephant

Religious stance: Rationalist

MOTIVATIONAL PULLS:

Are you ready to support the President in times of need? And to take over, if necessary? Will you 

do anything to protect the bunker? Will you hide your intolerance towards Duncanists? Do your du-

ties as Secretary keep you from watching over your daughters as much as you’d like to? Will you 

convince Nagurski to marry a nice young man? Will you come to terms with the fact that there’s so-

mething wrong with Swahn? Will you rely on your trusted friend Robespierre?

FUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:

Steadfast

Report: The Citizen always seems to have everything under control, no matter how complex the situa-

tion. With his family and on the workplace, he achieves the goals he sets without even needing to 

raise his voice. He has proved to be a patient tactician, knowledgeable about every Operator in his 

Department and capable of moderating the enmity some feel towards the military chain of command. 

His Union to Citizen Curie is unbreakable, his adoration for his daughters Swahn and Nagurski ob-

vious to everyone. Not even the mental deficiency of gracious but frail Citizen Swahn seems to have 

affected their authority and reliability.

Associated behavior: The Citizen always seems to master the situation. He speaks calmly and resolu-

tely. His movements are slow and pondered. His authority hard to question.

civilians. He despises Duncanists most of all, as he thinks them out of touch with reality. His 

reasonable speeches are often tainted by a deep skepticism towards those who haven’t yet earned his 

trust. 

DYSFUNCTIONAL ATTRIBUTE:Distrustful

Report: The Citizen is aware of the low tolerance some have towards the military chain of com-

mand, and feels that this may lead people to mutiny. In case of danger, the Security Department is 

all that stands between Bunker 101 and ruin. This makes Secretary Zatopek pay back civilians with 

exactly the same amount of distrust: he often remarks on their lack of discipline and dedication. 

He only seems to trust his longtime friend the Educational Operator Robespierre: even though he is 

a civilian, Citizen Zatopek considers him as a trusted advisor. Zatopek’s lack of understanding for 

the reasons of Duncanists is particularly evident. More than once he has stated that their ideals 
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can only prosper thanks to the tact and practical sense shown by men such as First President Sch-

neider.

Associated behavior: The Citizen often praised the military while doling out criticism towards 

civlians. He has an extremely low opinion of Duncanists due to their lack of contact with reality. 

His reasonable speeches show a deep skepticism toward those who did not demonstated to be whorty of 

his trust.
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